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Izvleček
Z uporabo femtosekundnih laserskih pulzov lahko s pomočjo optične spektroskopije
preiskujemo mnoge lastnosti močno koreliranih elektronskih sistemov. Uporaba tako
kratkih pulzov omogoča časovno sledenje dinamike, kar lahko izkoristimo za določitev prisotnih procesov in pripadajočih značilnih relaksacijskih časov. Pri najnaprednejših črpalno-testnih eksperimentih s časovno ločljivostjo nekaj deset femtosekund
tako lahko razločijo vpliv sklopitve vzbujenih nosilcev naboja z elektronskimi in s
fononskimi prostostnimi stopnjami. Namesto da z laserskimi žarki merimo odziv
snovi, jih lahko uporabimo tudi za spreminjanje lastnosti snovi, kot na primer prehajanje med različnimi fazami na zelo kratkih časovnih skalah. Pri črpalno-testnih
konfiguracijah eksperimentov se pogosto vzbudijo skrajno netermalni in neravnovesni procesi v preiskovani snovi. Za pravilno razlago meritev moramo zato upoštevati
omejitve teoretičnih pristopov glede neravnovesnih stanj.
V disertaciji poskušamo z uporabo poznanih minimalnih modelov ugotoviti, kako
poteka termalizacija v realnih sistemih in ali je uporaba ravnovesnih metod v ultrahitri spektroskopiji upravičena. Za boljšo povezavo z eksperimenti uporabimo
začetna stanja, ki posnemajo vzbuditve v običajnih črpalno-testnih postavitvah.
Po analizi različnih režimov parametrov opazimo mnogo značilnosti termalizacije
in ugotovimo tudi meje, do katerih so znaki termalizacije jasni. Za lažjo analizo
termalnega obnašanja sistema predlagamo enostaven test, ki omogoča tudi določitev efektivne temperature. Slednja ustreza temperaturi, ki jo določimo z uporabo
ravnovesnih metod pri končni temperaturi.
V nadaljevanju preiskujemo relaksacijo vzbujenega stanja tudi z vidika značilnih časov v prisotnosti dveh disipacijskih kanalov. Nadalje analiziramo razlike med
potekom relaksacije nosilcev naboja sklopljenih z elektronskimi in nosilcev naboja
sklopljenih z bosonskimi prostostnimi stopnjami. Izkaže se, da sta disipacija odvečne energije nosilca naboja v fonone in disipacija v vzbuditve antiferomagnetnega
spinskega ozadja pretežno neodvisni ena od druge. Vseeno pa po relaksaciji nosilca
naboja opazimo še prenos energije med spinskim in fononskim podsistemom, kar
tudi opišemo z mikroskopsko sliko. S primerjavo relaksacije v spinskem ozadju in
relaksacije v prisotnosti fononov odkrijemo tudi ključno razliko med njima. Bosonskim vzbuditvam z omejeno toplotno kapaciteto, med katere sodijo tudi vzbuditve
spinskega ozadja, se značilni čas relaksacije občutno podaljšuje, če je bosonski podsistem blizu zasičenja. Po drugi strani tega efekta ni opaziti za bosone, opisane z
Bose-Einsteinovo statistiko, kar lahko pomaga pri določanju vrste vzbuditev, ki so
najmočneje sklopljene z vzbujenimi nosilci naboja.

Ključne besede: optična prevodnost, termalizacija, relaksacija, črpalno-testni eksperimenti, Holsteinov model, model t-J, točna diagonalizacija, močne korelacije,
časovne skale relaksacije
PACS: 71.27.+a, 71.38.Ht, 74.20.Mn, 78.47.J-, 05.70.Ln

Abstract
Ultrafast spectroscopy, utilizing femtosecond laser pulses, provides unparalleled insight into strongly correlated electron systems, elucidating dynamics at different
time scales, and allows for following the dynamics in real time. State-of-the-art experiments boast temporal resolution of few tens of femtoseconds and, when set up in
a pump-probe fashion, discern dynamics of (photoexcited) charge carriers coupled
with electronic degrees of freedom and charge carriers coupled with phononic degrees of freedom. Ultrafast spectroscopy need not be limited to investigation, it can
be utilized also as means of control of materials, such as switching between different
phases on very short time scales. Pump-probe approaches to ultrafast spectroscopy
are known for inducing highly nonthermal and nonequilibrium conditions in the
subject matter. As such, the interpretation of results should take into the account
possible failings of applied theory in the non-equilibrium situations.
We investigate the issue of thermalization and thus the applicability of various
equilibrium techniques, modelling the real-life systems with well-known minimal
models on a finite system. To ensure relevance to experiments, the initial states
resemble those in typical pump-probe situations and we show that many of the precursors of thermalization are observed, while also testing the limitations of existing
approach. We propose a simple criterion to test whether a state has a thermal character and determine the effective temperature. The latter is shown to correspond
to the temperature obtained by equilibrium finite-temperature calculations.
Furthermore, the many aspects of time scales associated with relaxation are under discussion, ranging from relaxation in the presence of two dissipation channels to
differences in relaxation of charge carriers coupled to electronic and bosonic degrees
of freedom. We find that the charge-carrier relaxation via dissipation of excess energy to phonons and dissipation to excitations of antiferromagnetic spin background
are mostly independent and propose a microscopic picture of the relaxation mechanism, where after the charge-carrier has reached a steady state, the spin and phonon
subsystems continue to exchange energy. We also find a key difference between relaxation in a spin background and relaxation in the presence of phonons, which could
prove helpful in determining the nature of excitations with the strongest coupling to
photoexcited charge carriers in experiments. Bosonic excitation with limited heat
capacity, for instance excitations of spin background, exhibit slowing down of relaxation when the bosonic system is close to saturation, which is in stark contrast to
bosons, fully obeying Bose-Einstein statistics.

Keywords: optical conductivity, thermalization, relaxation, pump-probe experiments, Holstein model, t-J model, exact diagonalization, strongly correlated, relaxation time scales
PACS: 71.27.+a, 71.38.Ht, 74.20.Mn, 78.47.J-, 05.70.Ln
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 1911 Onnes [1] reported that electrical resistivity of Hg suddenly drops to zero if
Hg is cooled beneath a critical temperature Tc ≈ 4.2K. This phenomenon has since
been studied intensively due to its novelty and tremendous practical potential and
has been observed also in other materials with varying Tc . Unfortunately He was
necessary as a coolant in order to cool below Tc for all these materials. In 1968
Bednorz and Müller [2] observed superconductivity in a new class of compounds,
perovskites, which sparked interest in this field back to life and soon the sudden
drop in resistance was observed above the boiling temperature of N2 [3], which made
superconductivity more accessible. The search for other superconducting materials
continued and revealed also other classes of compounds (see Fig. 1.1), with the
current record holder H2 S under extremely high pressure [4].

Figure 1.1: Timeline of discoveries of some superconductors with their respective
critical temperatures. Adapted from [5].
In line with experimental discoveries, different theories and models were proposed, ranging from phenomenological [6, 7, 8] to microscopical ones [9]. By 1986
some thought the field of superconductivity to be mature [10], due to success of
BCS [9] and Ginzburg-Landau [8] theory. While the latter correctly anticipated a
second type of superconductors [11], the former failed to account for Tc as high as
17
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the newly discovered ones [12]. Renewed interest in the field produced a myriad
of new theories, more or less successfully explaining the observations, while due to
available experimental data at that time different theories could not be discerned or
refuted [10].
Since then the experimental techniques and sample preparation advanced tremendously and enabled precise measurements at varying temperatures in a wide frequency range, both in equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions, where the time
resolution is good enough to follow the dynamics of perturbed systems. Furthermore, the possibility to control behaviour of atoms, cooled to nK range, using laser
beams in optical lattices and tuning the interaction between atoms allows for real life
simulations of phenomena, such as Bose condensation [13, 14], many-body localization [15] and others. The dynamics of cold atoms are sufficiently slow to be followed
in real time, providing an alternative to ultrafast spectroscopy in investigation of
correlated electron dynamics.
Many superconductors with Tc above their BCS limit were found to have complex
phase diagrams [16], where minute changes of material composition would have
drastic effects, such as lowering of Tc , onset of spin ordering and transition to an
insulating phase. Furthermore, such competing phases are often indicative of strong
correlations between electrons, thus classifying these materials as a part of a more
general group, strongly correlated electron systems.
The goal of this work is to contribute a stepping stone towards the grand goal of
a predictive theory for superconductivity for all compounds. The rest of this introductory chapter will focus on correlated electron systems, describing basic properties
and theoretical approaches to study these complex systems. The last part of the introduction is dedicated to optical spectroscopy, in particular to the state-of-the-art
ultrafast optical spectroscopy, probing nonequilibrium states of a system at femtosecond time scale. After reviewing the experimental accomplishments in this field
we will follow the theoretical undertaking, numerical simulation of nonequilibrium
optical linear response in Chapter 2. In a specific case different starting states were
found to lead to the same stationary state, which leads to the question of thermalization in closed systems, discussed in Chapter 3. The coexistence and competition of
spin and phonon degrees of freedom is the topic of Chapter 4, while the long standing question of the origin of the bosonic excitations in correlated electron systems
will be under discussion in Chapter 5.

1.1

Correlated electron systems

General treatment of metals
One of the basic relations of quantum mechanics states that momentum p and
position r operators do not commute,
[ri , pj ] = ı~δij ,

(1.1)

where i, j ∈ {x, y, z} and ~ = h/2π = 6.58·10−16 eV s is the reduced Planck constant.
From here on, all the quantities shall be expressed in Planck units, therefore by
definition ~ = c = kB = 1 and accordingly ~, c and kB will be omitted.
The general single particle Hamiltonian H is composed of kinetic part T and
potential part U , where the former is expressed in terms of p and the latter can
18
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depend on time and position r,
H =T +U =

1 2
p + U (r, t).
2m

(1.2)

Due to the commutation relation (Eq. 1.1) kinetic and potential part of the Hamiltonian cannot be both diagonal in the same basis, which results in competition of
the particle motion and localization. Taking the limit U → 0, the Hamiltonian H
equals that of a free particle (by analogy with classical mechanics, system of free
fermions is sometimes called an ideal Fermi gas), while the opposite limit T /U → 0
corresponds to a fully localized particle.
In the many-particle case the particle exchange symmetry needs to be taken into
account as well. For many-fermion systems the wave function is fully antisymmetric,
which fulfils the condition of only one fermion at a time occupying a specific quantum
state. This condition imposes some repulsion between fermions even in the free
particle limit. Electrons in a crystal lattice are exposed to a periodic potential,
which breaks the free particle limit. If electrons do not interact with each other and
the periodic potential of the crystal lattice is weak, the system is well described by
the nearly free electron model. This condition is fulfilled in many metals and thus
this model provides an approach to electronic band structure calculations [17].
On the other hand, if the periodic potential is strong, the electrons are mainly
located in isolated orbitals, centred on each lattice site. If there is remaining overlap
between orbitals on neighbouring sites, the electrons can tunnel (hop) from one to
another. This behaviour is the basis of tight-binding approach to calculations of
band structure.
When electron-electron interactions cannot be disregarded, the above approaches
are not sufficient. In correspondence to classical case, where increased interactions
between particles in gas result in formation of a liquid, a Fermi gas undergoes a
transition to a Fermi liquid, amplifying the role of electron correlations.
If the interaction is adiabatically turned on in an Fermi gas, often the states
of the noninteracting system map bijectively to states of the interacting system.
Landau argued that because the low energy states in a Fermi gas are specified by
elementary excitations (additional particles or holes), so are the low energy states
in an interacting system. The elementary excitations in an interacting systems are
correspondingly called quasiparticles or quasiholes. [18]
Many properties of the Fermi liquid, derived from the energy of a quasiparticles,
such as effective mass and specific heat, show the same qualitative behaviour as in an
ideal Fermi gas with renormalized values [19]. Other properties, such as electrical
resistance, differ from those of Fermi gas and are treated as a hallmark of Fermi
liquid [18].
Unlike excitations in a Fermi gas, quasiparticles have finite lifetimes, which limits
the validity of this approach to low temperatures. The Landau Fermi liquid theory
is further limited by the dependence on the one-to-one correspondence between state
of noninteracting and interacting system - if any bound states appear due to electron
interaction, the assumption of bijective mapping fails. [18]
When predictions are faulty
Although the above theories were used with great success in explaining observations
and predicting outcome of experimental studies, their predictions were unsatisfac19
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tory or completely wrong when applied to some materials.
One of the first examples are many transitional-metal oxides, which exhibit insulating properties regardless of incomplete d band that typically leads to metallic
properties within the band theory. This was first reported by Mott and Peierls in
1937 [20], who even correctly predicted that the Coulomb interactions between electrons need to be taken into account when constructing theory, which would explain
this, at the time, surprising discovery.
In 1960s many transitional-metal oxides were found to switch their behaviour
from conducting to insulating one in a metal-insulator transition by applied pressure, variations in doping or changes in temperature. The discovery of a class of
rare-earth compounds, known as heavy fermion compounds, with effective charge
carrier mass even hundred times larger than predicted for the free electron limit,
expanded the range of phenomena outside the scope of known theories. Other
unprecedented phenomena were also observed in these compounds, such as phase
transitions between magnetic order and superconductivity and transport properties
anomalies. Further on colossal magneto-resistance, displaying unusually large variations of electrical resistivity in presence of a moderate magnetic field, was reported
in manganites. [21]
Next came also the discovery of superconductivity in cuprates [2], previously
known for their insulating behaviour and later for short coherence lengths and linear dependence of electric conductivity, both deviating from Fermi liquid calculations [10]. In the synthesis frenzy following the last discovery many other materials
exhibiting anomalous properites were produced.
In all cases stated above, strong electron interactions are believed to be one of the
crucial constituents, missing in theories beforehand. For that reason they are called
correlated electron systems. Electrons in these materials are precariously balanced
between the minimum of kinetic energy and the minimum of potential energy. Due
to this delicate balance, small changes of the environment often cause a profound
effect on the properties of the system. In correlated electron systems there are often
also other interactions, which play an equally prominent role in competition between
delocalizing and localizing trends. This competition reflects in multitude of phases
and phase transitions observed. As an example, the Fig. 1.2 is presented to reflect
the possible phases achieved by controlling the chemical composition (doping) and
temperature of a prototypical cuprate. [22]
Orbitals, bonds and bands
Transition metal oxides, representatives of correlated electron materials, have incomplete d and f orbitals. As explained in Maekawa et al. [23], charge carriers in
these orbitals have pronounced localized nature, which can be interpreted as localized spins. Due to their localized nature the Coulomb repulsion between electrons
in the same orbital is substantial (approximately 6-8 eV) and presents the largest
interaction in these materials.
Due to the large energy cost of electrons occupying the same d orbital, such
materials, with one electron in the highest occupied d orbit on each site, inhibit
current and are named Mott-Hubbard insulators. For some transition metal oxides
it is energetically favourable to excite an electron from a transition metal ion d
orbital to a 2p orbital of oxygen instead to a d orbital of neighbouring metal ion.
Such materials are called charge transfer insulators instead [24].
20
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Figure 1.2: Schematic phase diagram for an electron-doped (left) and hole-doped
(right) cuprate with the characteristic temperatures. Taken from [16].
Localized electrons in partially filled d orbitals on the same ion show parallel
ordering of spins in different orbitals according to Hund’s rule. Additional magnetic
ordering can be observed due to exhange interactions - direct exchange of electrons
between oxygen and transition metal results in ferromagnetic ordering, while super
exchange of electrons between neighbouring transition metal ions shows antiferromagnetic behaviour.
All of high Tc superconducting cuprates are layered perovskite oxides, where Cu
ions are contained also in square units of CuO4 and pyramid units of CuO5 apart
from the usual octahedra. These units form planes, the key structural element
present in all high Tc cuprates, sometimes single and other times in stacks of two
or three. Depending on the type of units and the charge reservoirs between planes,
these planes can be electron deficient (hole doped) for CuO5 and CuO6 , as shown
in Fig. 1.3 units or electron doped for CuO4 units.

Figure 1.3: Sample structure of a layered perovskite oxide for a) single CuO2 plane
(adapted from [3]) and b) two stacked CuO2 planes (adapted from [25]). The layers
themselves are shaded.
In spherical potential the d orbitals are five-fold degenerate and a similar ob21
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servation holds for f orbitals. In a crystal lattice the levels become split as the
full rotational symmetry is broken due to crystal field splitting. In many transition
metal oxides, notably oxides with the perovskite crystal structure (see Fig. 1.3a),
the oxygen ions surround the transition metal ion in a octahedron configuration,
forming a crystal field potential with cubic symmetry. The d orbitals of a transition metal ion in such crystal field form two distinct groups, the lower three-fold
degenerate and the upper two-fold degenerate. Different overlaps between different
orbitals are as hybridized orbitals of variable prominence - for instance pdσ bond is
the most prominent in CuO2 planes as mentioned in [16].
The hybridization of orbitals in cuprates, which have charge transfer character,
reflects also in formation of a separate state, called Zhang-Rice singlet state [26].
This singlet state forms, when holes introduced in O 2pσ orbitals are strongly coupled
with a localized hole in a specific Cu d orbital.

1.2

Models of correlated electrons

Because the interactions are so important, ordinary mean field approaches and other
mappings to noninteracting single particle pictures fail to encompass all the observed
phenomena. As a consequence, these problems are notoriously hard to deal with theoretically, even using state-of-the-art numerical simulations. Simplifications in the
form of models were proposed, capturing the main features of electron correlations
and encompassing the main experimental observations.
Tight binding
Due to the localized nature of electrons in d orbitals, the free particle dynamics are
well described by tight binding model. Wannier states ΦRi (r), Fourier transformed
Bloch states on a periodic lattice, are orthogonal and localized around sites Ri , which
suits well the description of correlated electrons. Introducing second quantization
operator c†js , which creates an electron with spin s in Wannier state ΦRi (r), the tight
binding model is expressed as

X  †
Htb = Hkin = −
tij cj,s ci,s + h.c. ,
(1.3)
hiji,s

where the hopping parameter tij , incorporates the overlap of atomic orbitals at sites
Ri and Rj and consequentially the rate of tunnelling from one site to another. The
sum runs over all relevant pairs hiji of sites, usually taking just the nearest neighbour
sites. This Hamiltonian, not including any correlations between electrons, is used
as a basic constituent of correlated electron models and will be referred to as the
kinetic term of a model, denoted by Hkin .
Hubbard model
While there were many simultaneous and independent attempts to solve the strong
correlations puzzle in 1960s, it was John Hubbard who has first shown [27] that
calculations done on the simple model, where electron interactions are summed
up as repulsion of electrons on the same lattice site, can under certain conditions
22
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possess both metallic and insulating behaviour [28]. The simplest version, one band
Hubbard model, can be expressed in the second quantization as
 X
X  †
H = Hkin + HU = −
tij cj,s ci,s + h.c. +
U ni↑ ni↓ ,
(1.4)
i

hiji,s

where nis = c†i,s ci,s is the number operator for spin s at site i. Despite having only
two straightforward terms, the model was solved analytically only in one dimension
by means of Bethe ansatz [29]. In 1D spin-charge separation takes place - there
are no quasi-particles in this case, their role is instead fulfilled by spin density and
charge density wave, each propagating independently.
Within the model, if an electron hops on an already occupied site, it creates an
excited state with additional energy of U . When this on-site repulsion is significant,
which is true in most correlated electron systems, such states are suppressed. At
half filling, where each site is occupied by precisely one electron, the system shows
insulating properties. Exchange of electrons via this doubly occupied excited state
promotes antiferromagnetic order, which is observed in Mott insulator ground state.
More relevant to cuprates is the three band Hubbard model, which includes the
charge transfer properties of cuprates. Due to Zhang-Rice singlet state formation,
the low temperature limit is once again in line with the single band Hubbard model,
with the Zhang-Rice band corresponding to the lower Hubbard band. [23]
t-J model
The effective model based on the low-energy Zhang-Rice singlet state can be expressed as [26]
i
X
X h
Si · Sj ,
(1.5)
H=−
tij (1 − ni,−s )c†i,s cj,s (1 − nj,−s ) + h.c. + J
hiji

hiji,s

where Si is the spin operator for localized spin on site i. The second part corresponds
to antiferromagnetic ordering, observed in experiments, while the first part prohibits
any double occupation, projecting it out via (1 − ni,−s ). This Hamiltonian was
introduced prior to Zhang and Rice analysis by Chao et al. [30] and applied to
superconducting oxides by Anderson [31] and is known under the name of t-J model.
Using perturbation expansion of the one band Hubbard model in the strong coupling
limit, t  U , the t-J model is recovered in the second order. From the expansion
follows that the exchange interaction parameter J can be expressed in terms of
Hubbard model parameters as J = 4t2 /U .
Holstein model
The mechanism of conventional superconductivity, conforming to the predictions of
the BCS theory, involves pairing of electrons at the Fermi surface due to retarded,
effectively attractive, electron-electron interaction mediated by phonons. Coupling
with lattice degrees of freedom is prevalent in condensed matter albeit not always
being the dominant interaction.
Phonons, interacting with charge carrier, can create quasiparticles called polarons. If these are localized due to strong coupling, they can be modeled with the
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use of Holstein Hamiltonian [32],

X  †
X †
X †
H=−
tij cj,s ci,s + h.c. − g
cj,s cj,s (a†j + aj ) + ω0
aj aj ,
hiji,s

j,s

(1.6)

j

where bosonic phonon creation and annihilation operators, a†i and ai , respectively,
were introduced. Furthermore, in Eq. 1.6 phonons are assumed to have no dispersion,
which is a sound approximation for optical phonon branches. The dimensionless
parameter λ, defined as the ratio of the polaron binding energy b and the free
charge carrier energy f , λ = b /f , acts as a measure of strength of the coupling
and determines the nature of the polaron - from weakly dressed electron for λ  1
to heavy localized quasiparticle for λ  1.

1.3

Numerical methods

Although great simplifications in the form of model Hamiltonians manage to retain
main physical features, they are usually not analytically solvable. Due to complex
interactions between charge carriers themselves as well as between charge carriers
and other degrees of freedom, numerical evaluation is often the only plausible way in
order to obtain relevant results. It often turns out that even numerical treatment is
quite challenging, owing to the rapid growth of Hilbert space with system size needed
to obtain results that are valid in the thermodynamic limit. As a consequence many
numerical techniques were developed, each with its own strengths and weaknesses
regarding applicability to correlated electron systems. The following (very brief)
overview of some of the more prominent methods is based on the Ref. [33].
• One of the more straightforward techniques is the exact diagonalization (ED)
of Hamiltonian on a small cluster using the full Hilbert space. This approach
is exact in the sense of not introducing any approximations, which could not
be lifted with sufficient computing power and is applicable to any model. The
basic technique has been modified to evaluate static and dynamic properties at
any temperature and is known under the name of finite temperature Lanczos
method (FTLM) [34, 35]. The drawback of ED is the limit of small clusters,
far from any thermodynamic limit N → ∞ corresponding to real materials.
The system size can be expanded by employing the Lanczos scheme, which
iteratively generates a tridiagonal matrix that can be readily diagonalized
using standard numerical routines, but is useful only for sparse matrices.
This work uses a variant of ED, where the basis is generated with an iterative
procedure, describing well the vicinity of (quasi)particles, while all subsequent
diagonalizations are done via Lanczos method. This approach is best suited
for the dilute limit, where the number of (quasi)particles is small in comparison with the system size. Additional notes on this approach are located in
Appendix A.2.
• Numerical renormalization group (NRG), devised by K. G. Wilson [36] and
applied to quantum impurity problems, has been built upon, with main ideas
of ED, to form the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG). DMRG was
proposed by White [37] and has proved itself to be the leading method in one
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dimension, both for zero and finite temperature strongly correlated problems.
The core of DMRG is composed of the iterative inclusion of additional lattice
sites to the system in a manner minimizing the loss of information. The system
is separated into two blocks, which are then expanded one site at a time each.
At some point the number of states in each block will exceed the desired
limit and the system is then simplified by truncating the basis of each block.
The criterion for truncation is connected to the eigenvalues of reduced density
matrix of each of the two block - only the desired number of states with the
highest eigenvalues are kept.
DMRG can also treat dynamic quantities, obtained in the time-dependent
calculations, where the errors grow with time, preventing simulations for long
time intervals. While the method allows for significantly larger cluster sizes in
one dimension than ED, the method does not transfer well to higher dimensions, losing much of its qualities.
• Rather than meticulously evaluating Hamiltonian terms to produce the exact
ground state or at least a good approximation, quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
methods use the trial-and-error approach, continuously rejecting or accepting
configurations of the system according to their evaluated weight e−βH until,
statistically, the exact result is found. Conventional QMC methods slow down
for fine-mesh discretization, imaginary time discretization and systems with
long range interactions, while off-diagonal correlations are difficult to measure.
Furthermore, many fermionic and frustrated spin/bosonic systems cannot be
simulated due to the negative sign problem, divergences at low temperatures
that occur when the number of states with negative weight (due to e.g. minus
sign of fermion exchange) is similar to the number of states with positive
weight.
Newer QMC approaches mitigate or even solve the aforementioned problems.
They use path integral representation to lift the discretization of imaginary
time and use schemes where variations of wave functions are less likely to be
rejected. The qualities of QMC methods are that precision can be improved
systematically (barring the sign problem) by increasing the number of samplings, they work for notably larger clusters than ED, they are numerically
exact, they produce results for finite temperatures and can treat continuous
real time as well.
• Another successful group of methods is based on dynamical mean field theory
(DMFT), reviewed in Ref. [38], which maps lattice models onto the local impurity model and then tries to solve the latter by satisfying the self-consistency
condition, where the self energy of the impurity and of the coupled bath coincide. The impurity problem is solved using various methods like ED, QMC,
etc.
This approach is exact in infinite dimension (coordination) limit as it assumes
that the impurity self energy is local (k independent). DMFT is celebrated
for describing the metal-insulator transition in the Hubbard model and it is
defined in thermodynamic limit. While the basic approach cannot describe
nonlocal correlations, cluster and diagrammatic extensions were devised to
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cope with that problem. DMFT was also be expanded for use in nonequilibrium settings, which is reviewed in [39].

1.4

Optical spectroscopy

Interaction of matter with light, or more generally with electromagnetic fields, remains one of the prerequisites for investigation of the properties of matter. Often
many material properties can be unravelled from the study of reflected light shone
on the sample, although some phenomena can be observed only in a very specialized environment by a specific probe. While not sufficient for all purposes, visible
light can be used in many applications for analysis of both existent and induced
characteristics of matter as well as to control large clusters of atoms at a time.
Based on the structure of material, light spectrum reflects valuable information
about charge carriers, allowing nondestructive classification of material properties.
The features of the spectrum, including peak position, intensity, and width as well
as any continuous structures, act as fingerprints of present processes and can help
identify excited states and determine their lifetimes as well as the electron band
structure. The wide range of frequencies where different processes, shown in Fig. 1.4,
occur can be spanned by using different laser sources. Laser sources, that can be
used in different tabletop setups, cover a large portion of the range.

Figure 1.4: A schematic representation of different excitations in high-Tc superconductors and the positions of features as they appear in spectra as well as their
corresponding energies. Taken from [16].
Optical spectroscopy provides vital information for determining the band structure and elementary excitations of metals and semiconductors, which theories need
to reproduce in order to proclaim their validity. Due to the lack of a comprehensive
model for high Tc compounds the data obtained by optical spectroscopy are best
suited for analysis based on variety of sum rules, which are model independent [16].
Conventionally only the steady states of matter are measured since the electromagnetic field applied by the probe lasts much longer than the relaxation dynamics
in the system, governed by the interactions between the internal degrees of freedom.
These steady states are usually interpreted with the common statistical techniques
on the assumption of quasi-equilibrium. Conversely, a very short probe pulse would
take a snapshot of a transient state and could, with probes applied at different times,
follow the dynamics in the time domain [25].
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As an example, atoms in dilute cold gas, released from optical lattices, slowly
spread out of the place of confinement. Measuring absorption of the atom clouds
after time of flight on the order of ms with exposure to laser beam on the order
of 10 µs, Bose Einstein condensation was first experimentally observed as reported
in Refs. [13, 14]. Other phenomena like many-body localization [15, 40] can also
be tracked in real time owing to the longevity of excited states in dilute cold atom
clouds.
Ultrafast spectroscopy
Unfortunately, the typical time scales in correlated electron system are a lot shorter
and thus it was impossible to follow the propagation of states in real time until
the advent of ultrafast laser sources with length of the pulses ranging from a few
femtoseconds to a few hundred femtoseconds. The newly opened possibilities of
detection of processes on these time scales motivated a lot of research, which is
reviewed in [25], on which the remainder of this section and the following one are
based.
Dynamics of different degrees of freedom could be in principle disentangled according to time-dependent response of the system. However, in order to elucidate
and disentangle the interplay of different degrees of freedom in correlated electron
systems, the system must be driven out of (quasi-)equilibrium on time scales shorter
than the intrinsic relaxation dynamics. Fortunately, the same ultrashort laser pulses
can be used both for probing and for driving the systems to a nonequilibrium state,
far away from the steady-state regime.
Many experiments utilize a common scheme called pump-probe scheme, where
the excitation of the system via the pump pulse is followed by the probe pulse with
some time delay. The pump-probe scheme can be adapted for many purposes, including nonequilibrium spectroscopy, excitation of coherent bosonic modes (enabling
investigation of highly damped modes in transient nonequilibrium states) and optical
manipulation (where the system can be excited into phases otherwise unreachable).
This pump-probe scheme can also be expanded into multi-pulse technique, such
as the one used in [41], for investigations of coherent dynamics of order parameters of collective states of matter, such as charge density wave ordered state or
superconducting state.
Furthermore, the state-of-the-art ultrafast techniques have temporal resolution
between a few picoseconds and attoseconds, while the photon frequencies range from
THz to extreme UV part of the spectrum. The laser sources can often be tuned in
some frequency range using nonlinear optical processes, while some setups even use
pulses continuous in visible and some of the IR part of the spectrum.
Experiments using THz pulses are conducted with the goal of probing the excitations that determine the thermodynamic properties, while UV part of the spectrum
is used for the photoemission setups thus directly measuring the momentum dependence and electronic distribution functions.
Optical manipulation
Apart from their use in cold atoms experiments, where laser beams present optical
lattices for atoms and thus help in simulating condensed matter processes in pure
environment, lasers, or to be exact, ultrashort laser pulses were found to induce
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phase changes in matter. Amongst others, it was discovered that such laser pulses:
induce metallic behaviour in otherwise insulating transition oxides as result of photoexcitation [42, 43], cause transition to metastable phases, not accessible through
changes in thermodynamic parameters [44, 45], and destroy or create superconducting state [46, 47]. Most of these transitions are transient, some lasting only a couple
of ps, while others can last even few tens of seconds.
Dielectric function
Free electric charges in an electric field experience a force, which spurs them into
movement. Charges in materials are subject to screening, scattering and other
phenomena, which can completely suppress any movement and effective field. The
response of an isotropic system on an external, uniform in space and time, electric
field E is often approximated by linear proportionality between field E and charge
current density j,
j = σE,
(1.7)
and between the electric field and displacement field D,
D = 0 E,

(1.8)

where σ and  are the electrical conductivity and the dielectric constant, respectively.
For a general time-dependent field E(t), the displacement field D(t) is expected to
depend on values of E(t0 ) at all previous times t0 < t [48],
Z ∞
D(t) = E(t) +
dτ E(t − τ )f (τ ).
(1.9)
0

All the properties of the medium are included in f (τ ). Expressing Eq. 1.9 as a
series of components with a single frequency with the Fourier transform, the linear
relation is recovered,
D(ω) = 0 (ω)E(ω),
(1.10)
where the dielectric function (ω) is
Z

∞

(ω) = 1 +

dτ f (τ )eıωτ .

(1.11)

0

In a similar fashion, the complex optical conductivity σ(ω) can be defined as the
coefficient of proportionality between j and E,
j(ω) = σ(ω)E(ω).

(1.12)

These two coefficients are connected through Maxwell’s equations as [48],
(ω) =  +

ı4πσ(ω)
.
0 ω

(1.13)

Furthermore, following Maxwell’s equations the reflection coefficient R for a electromagnetic wave, incident on a medium, can be expressed in terms of (ω). In the
case of normal incidence the relation is
p
2
1 − (ω)
p
R=
.
(1.14)
1 + (ω)
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While this relation in principle enables experimental measurement of the complex
dielectric function, it is not sufficient by itself. In order to extract both real and
imaginary part of (ω), the reflectivity can be measured also at other orientations of
incidence to obtain enough data or for different polarizations of light. Alternatively,
the Kramers-Kronig relations for (ω) can be employed. This approach includes
sampling of reflectivity at a large number of frequencies, so the real and imaginary
part can be reconstructed with the use of said relations, which are applicable due
to causality of Eq. 1.9. [25].
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy is the most direct method of studying the
electronic structure of solids as it directly probes the one-particle spectral function
A(k, ω). In this section we refer to the review article by Damascelli et al. [49].
In the process of photoemission an electron in the sample can absorb a photon
of light, incident on the sample, and overcome the potential barrier at the surface
to escape the material. Emitted electrons escape into the vacuum in all directions.
By analysing the kinetic energy Ekin of the emitted electrons at different emission
angles one can determine the photoelectron momentum p. The photon momentum is
usually neglected at low photon energies used in ARPES experiments, which enables
the evaluation of the crystal momentum k.
The complete determination of k is often not possible as the perpendicular component of the wave vector k⊥ is not conserved across the sample surface. However,
in systems with negligible dispersion along the surface normal direction (such as 2D
cuprates) the electronic dispersion is determined mostly by the parallel component
kk , which can be determined rather precisely.
If the electron is assumed to be instantaneously removed during the photoemission process, the final N -particle state ΨN
f can be factorized as
k N −1
ΨN
,
f = Aφf Ψf

(1.15)

where A is an antisymmetric operator that ensures the right symmetry of the N electron wave function, φkf is the wave function of the photoelectron with momentum
−1
k and ΨN
the final state wave function of N − 1 electrons. In a similar way, the
f
factorization of the initial state of the system ΨN
i ,
k N −1
ΨN
,
f = Aφi Ψi

(1.16)

−1
includes the one-electron orbital φki and the (N − 1)-particle term ΨN
.
i
Furthermore, if the optical excitation of the electron in the bulk is taken as an
independent stage of photoemission, the total photoemission intensity I(k, Ekin ),
measured as a function of Ekin at momentum k, is proportional to
X
X
k 2
N −1
|Mf,i
|
|cm,i |2 δ(Ekin + Em
− EiN − ω),
(1.17)
i,f

m

where the sums run over all the initial states i, final states f and excited (N − 1)k
electron eigenstates m. Additionally, Mf,i
is the one-electron dipole matrix element,
N −1
ω the frequency of the incident light, Em the energy of excited eigenstate m, EiN
−1
N 2
the initial state energy of the N -particle system, and |cm,i |2 = |hΨN
m |ck |Ψi i| the
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probability that the (N − 1)-particle system will be in the excited state m after the
photoemission from state i.
In many-body systems one-particle dynamics can be expressed in terms of Green’s
functions, correlation functions of creation c†λ (t) and annihilation operators cλ (t),
where λ can be any quantum number of interest. For the discussion of photoemission we shall take λ = k and we will assume the equilibrium conditions at
T = 0. One of the Green’s functions, the time-ordered one-electron Green’s function Gt (k, t − t0 ) provides information about the propagation of the system after
the addition/removal of an electron with momentum k, namely the probability the
system remains in the initial state after time |t − t0 |. Transforming Gt (k, t − t0 ) with
Fourier transform into Gt (k, ω) gives
Gt (k, ω) = G+ (k, ω) + G− (k, ω),

(1.18)

where G+ (k, ω) and G− (k, ω) are the one-electron addition and removal Green’s
functions, respectively. The retarded Green’s function GR (k, ω), defined as
GR (k, ω) = G+ (k, ω) + [G− (k, ω)]∗ ,

(1.19)

can also be expressed in terms of electron proper self-energy Σ(k, ω),
GR (k, ω) =

1
,
ω − k − Σ(k, ω)

(1.20)

where k is the band energy of an electron in absence of electron-electron correlations.
Σ(k, ω) incorporates the effect of interactions on energy renormalization and lifetime
of an electron with momentum k.
The one-particle spectral function A(k, ω) is connected to GR (k, ω) via
1
A(k, ω) = − ImGR (k, ω).
π

(1.21)

Similar to Gt (k, ω), A(k, ω) is composed of both one-electron removal and addition
spectra, A− (k, ω) and A+ (k, ω), respectively. These can be expressed as
X
N −1 ±
2
N ±1
A± (k, ω) =
|hΨm
|ck |ΨN
+ EiN ).
(1.22)
i i| δ(ω − Em
m

Comparison of Eq. 1.17 and Eq. 1.22 shows that A− (k, ω) can be probed with direct
photoemission. It can also be shown that the inverse photoemission probes A+ (k, ω).
Furthermore, the intensity in an ARPES experiment on a 2D single-band system at
finite T equals,
I(k, ω) = I0 (k, ω, A)f (ω)A(k, ω),
(1.23)
k 2
where ω is the electron energy with respect to the Fermi level, I0 (k, ω, A) ∝ |Mf,i
|
and depends on the energy and polarization A of the incoming photon, and f (ω) =
(eω/kB T + 1)−1 is the Fermi function.
There are also several sum rules for A(k, ω) and among them the sum rule relating
the one-electron removal spectrum with the momentum distribution n(k),
Z ∞
dωf (ω)A(k, ω) = n(k).
(1.24)
−∞
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If the full A(k, ω) is available, one can invoke Kramer-Kronig relations and evaluate the full GR (k, ω), in turn obtain the self-energy Σ(k, ω) and thus determine
the energy renormalization and the lifetime of excitations. The analysis can be also
performed only with direct photoemision with the use of certain approximations.
ARPES measurement can also be done in time-resolved fashion to study the
ultra-fast relaxation [50, 51, 52].
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Nonequilibrium optical linear
response
Nonequilibrium optical spectroscopy setups offer additional insight into the dynamics of strongly correlated electron systems; however, there is a drawback - theoretical
interpretation is significantly harder as many of the techniques, applicable in equilibrium, produce erroneous predictions. When applying an equilibrium approach to
out-of-equilibrium situation, the validity of such approximation must be checked before relying fully on results. An alternative approach is to derive an non-equilibrium
extension to known methods, carefully keeping note of any assumptions, which might
be violated out of equilibrium.

2.1

Differential conductivity

Optical conductivity characterizes the system in terms of couplings and different
degrees of freedom. However, as argued earlier, contributions of different degrees of
freedom to the optical conductivity can seldom be determined in a steady state of the
system. The key to success is therefore in using the relaxation from nonequilibrium
states that are achieved with the driving with electromagnetic field. If we do not
want to include the response of the system to the driving field and extract solely the
response to the probing field, we need to determine the change of optical conductivity
induced by the probing field.
The differential conductivity σ(t) is used in order to distinguish the current
induced by the probing field E(t0 ) from other currents and is defined as the change
of electric current expectation value δhje it due to applied E(t0 ),
δhje it = hje (E(t))it − hje (E = 0)it = V

Z

t

dt0 σ(t0 )E(t0 ).

(2.1)

−∞

Rt
The magnetic vector potential A(t) = − −∞ dt0 E(t0 ) modifies the kinetic term
of the Hamiltonian as
(p − eA(t))2
p2
→
,
(2.2)
2m
2m
which translates to an additional phase for hopping tRi Rj [53],
tRi Rj → tRi Rj (A(t)) = tRi Rj eıeA(t)Rij ,
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where Rij = (Rj −Ri ) and spatial variations of A(t) on the lattice scale are assumed
to be negligible. In light of this, for weak vector potential A(t) the hopping in tight
binding Hamiltonian Hkin can be expanded in series of A(t)
Hkin → Hkin (A(t)) = −

X

tRi Rj eıeA(t)Rij c†js cis

ij,s

1
(2)
(1)
= Hkin − Hkin A(t) + A(t)Hkin A(t) + O(A3 ),
2
(1)

where the first order Hkin in the expansion can be connected with the particle current
jp ,
!
X
(1)
Hkin = e ı
tRi Rj Rij c†js cis = ejp ,
(2.4)
ij,s
(2)

while the second order Hkin contains the stress tensor τ ,
!
X
(2)
†
Hkin = e2
tRi Rj Rij ⊗ Rij cjs cis = e2 τ .

(2.5)

ij,s

The electric current je is composed of two parts, called the paramagnetic and the
, which
diamagnetic current. These can be evaluated using the relation je = − ∂H
∂A
gives
je = ejp − e2 τ A(t),
(2.6)
where the terms on the right hand site correspond to the paramagnetic and the
diamagnetic current, respectively, according to the magnetic moment these currents
generate [54]. As the diamagnetic contribution is already linear in A(t), linear
response theory is applied only for the paramagnetic current. Using standard linear
response theory (see Appendix B.1) for the perturbation α(t) = −eA(t) and H 0 = jp
gives the paramagnetic current expectation value,
Z t
2
hejp it = hejp it,0 + ıe
dt0 A(t0 )h[jp,I (t), jp,I (t0 )]it,0 ,
(2.7)
−∞

where t is the time at which the expectation value is evaluated and h·, ·it,0 is the
expectation value for the unperturbed system. The expectation value of the full
electric current then equals,
Z t
2
2
dt0 A(t0 )h[jp,I (t), jp,I (t0 )]it,0 ,
(2.8)
hje it = hejp it,0 − e hτ it A(t) + ıe
−∞

from which follows, comparing with Eq. 2.1 and recalling A(t) = −
e2
σ(t) =
V


Z
hτ it − ı

t
0

−∞

0

Rt
−∞

dt0 E(t0 ),



dt h[jp,I (t), jp,I (t )]it,0 .

(2.9)

Thus far the form of perturbation was not specified, the only requirement was
that the magnitude of E(t) is sufficiently small. Let now tp denote the time when
perturbation was applied, E(t) = 0, t < tp . Often the exact time tp is not important
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as such, for instance in the stationary regime, as all the information is conveyed
with the time elapsed after perturbation s = t − tp . In other words, the differential
conductivity in stationary regime is independent of tp , therefore tp can be omitted.
In spirit of the work by Kubo [55], introducing the response function χ(t),
χ(s) = ıθ(s)h[jp,I (t), jp,I (t − s)]it,0 ,

(2.10)

the Eq. 2.9 is expressed as
e2
σ(t) =
V



Z s
0
0
ds χ(s ) .
hτ it,0 −

(2.11)

0

The differential conductivity σ(s) can be mapped to the frequency space by the
transformation
Z ∞
dteıωt σ(t).
(2.12)
σ(ω) =
0

In order to ascertain the Fourier integral converges, ω is taken as a complex number
ω → ω + ıη, η  1. This moves the integration into the upper half of the imaginary
plane, where the σ(s) is analytic due to the causality of response.
The real part of the differential conductivity σ(ω),
σ(ω) = σ 0 (ω) + ıσ 00 (ω),

(2.13)

can be split into two contributions - a narrow peak at ω = 0 and finite frequency
contribution. The former corresponds to the movement of free electrons and is thus
named Drude peak. The weight of the peak, Drude weight, is connected to the
charge stiffness D, introduced by Kohn [56] as a criterion to differentiate between
an insulator (D = 0) and an conductor (D 6= 0). Integrating the real part σ 0 (ω)
over the whole frequency range results in a sum rule,
Z ∞
πe2
dωσ 0 (ω) =
hτ it .
(2.14)
V
−∞
In models with hopping only between nearest neighbour sites, the trace of the stress
tensor τ is connected to the kinetic energy of the system [57].
Unlike in stationary states, the time tp must be specified explicitly when investigating the differential conductivity in nonstationary states, such as transient states
of systems far from equilibrium. Eq. 2.9 therefore reads
!
Z t
e2
dt0 h[jp,I (t), j0p,I (t0 )]it,0
σ(t, tp ) =
hτ it,0 − ı
V
tp
!
Z
t
e2
=
hτ it,0 −
dt0 χ(t, t0 ) ,
V
tp
where in the last line the response function χ(t, t0 ),
χ(t, t0 ) = ıθ(t − t0 )h[jp,I (t), jp,I (t0 )]itp ,0 ,

(2.15)

which also explicitly reflects dependence on the time tp , was used. For numerical
implementation of σ(t, tp ) used in this work, see Appendix B.2. Unlike for a stationary case, the Fourier transform of σ(t, tp ) for a generic state can be defined in
multiple ways [58, 59, 60, 61], where the last convention,
Z tmax
σ(ω, tp ) =
dseıωs σ(tp + s, tp )
(2.16)
0
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will be used throughout this work. Once again, to ensure convergence, the frequency
ω is moved into the upper part of the complex plain by a small amount η. Despite
this freedom of definition, the sum rule for the real part of σ(ω, tp ) still holds [58],
albeit for each instant separately,
Z

∞

dωσ 0 (ω, tp ) = πσ 0 (tp , tp ) =

−∞

2.2

πe2
hτ itp .
V

(2.17)

Nonequilibrium optical conductivity

The presented approach of evaluating the nonequilibrium differential conductivity is
not the only one - there are other similar wave function based methods [61, 62, 63] as
well as general approaches based on Keldysh formalism as extension of the Green’s
functions to nonequilibrium [39]. The minutiae of different approaches are out of
scope of this work, although some features will be pointed out.
Although similar, the wave function based methods can produce notably different
results. Shao et al. [63] transformed Eq. 2.1 into frequency space and expressed
optical conductivity as
δje (ω, tp )
.
(2.18)
σ(ω, tp ) =
ı(ω + ıη)V A(ω)
They argue that the strength of the probe pulse, which induces δje (ω, tp ), affects the
response and so does the shape of the pulse. Using delta and Gaussian shape of the
probe pulse they compared the outcome with other wave function based methods.
Their findings show that the approach used in this thesis corresponds to the instantaneous probe with step-like vector potential and shows notable differences from
the Gaussian shaped one. The latter corresponds to optical conductivity obtained
from the extension of equilibrium Kubo formula to nonequilibirum [62] and is more
realistic in experimental environment. Nonetheless, Shao et al. [63] claim the step
shape produces more complete information of the time correlations, the Gaussian
probe providing an time-averaged response instead.
While different shapes of probes maintain some common features, different pump
pulses or perturbations, which drive the system out of equilibrium, can show strikingly different behaviour soon after excitation, observed in theory [58, 63] as well as
in experiments [44, 45].
Complementary, focusing on the optical conductivity sum rule expressed in terms
of kinetic energy, Dorfner et al. [64] split the time evolution into two regimes, the
relaxation and the steady-state regime. The former is characterized by the net
transfer of energy between electron and phonon subsystems and the latter includes
both time-independent as well as oscillating cases as long as there is no net energy
transfer. Further on they determined the criteria which classify the nature of their
definition of steady-state regime for an electron in the Holstein model on a finite 1D
lattice with periodic boundary conditions.

2.2.1

Optical conductivity in 1D Holstein model

Based on conclusions of Dorfner et al. [64], we studied [65] the time propagation of
an electron on a 1D chain with 16 sites and periodic boundary conditions, coupled
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to dispersionless phonons as described by the Holstein model,
H = Hkin + He-ph + Hph

X †
X †
X †
= −t0
cj,s cj+1,s + h.c. − g
cj,s cj,s (a†j + aj ) + ω0
aj aj .
j,s

j

j

We used different excitations, while the parameters (λ = g 2 /2t0 ω0 = 0.5, ω0 =
0.75t0 ) were in the regime [64], where the steady-state fluctuations vanish in the
thermodynamic limit. Of particular interest were the time-dependent values of kinetic energy Ekin (t) = hHkin (t)i, presented in Fig. 2.1, obtained for two conceptually different types of excitations, field quench (f-Q) and interaction quench (i-Q).
Field quench denotes sudden switching on and off of the constant field A(t) = F t,
eE = (F, 0, 0), which drives the system for a certain amount of time - the field,
introduced through Peierls substitution 2.3, therefore linearly increases the phase
offset in the hopping parameter with time,
t0 → t0 eıF t .

(2.19)

The interaction quench mimics the free photodoped carrier, excited to the maximum energy, as it starts to interact with the lattice degrees of freedom. Although
these excitations are not completely realistic, they capture the essence of the experiments, where the electric field incident on the sample can photoinduce particle-hole
pairs (the electron dynamics are modelled by i-Q) or drive existing charge carriers
(modelled by f-Q).
It is evident that after the fast initial decay (after t > 10τ , where time is expressed in units of inverse hopping τ = 1/t0 ) from different starting states different
steady-state values of kinetic energy are obtained when the starting total energies
Esys , Esys = hH(t = 0+ )i, differ (2.1b). As a consequence the steady-state optical
conductivities, which need to fulfil the sum rule, cannot be equal in this case. Interestingly, if the energies Esys of the initial excited states match, different excitations
seem to lead to identical kinetic energy after the initial relaxation regime (2.1a),
which could reflect similarities of the steady-states or even signify that the different
initial states over time develop into the same steady-state.
This can be further investigated using the presented nonequilibrium linear response theory - snapshots of optical conductivity were produced for two of the
excitations, field quench for the electric field F = 1.0 and interaction quench, both
excited to Esys = 2t0 . They are presented in Fig. 2.2.
Once again the trend of fast initial dynamics is observed, evolving two quite
different starting optical conductivities through two separate paths. The two optical
conductivities in the second, stationary part of the time evolution, are very similar,
almost identical. This further supplements the notion that a single steady state has
been reached regardless of the type of excitation as long as the excitation energy
remains the same. Note that for times t = τ, 2τ, 3τ in F ig. 2.2 the unusual negative
optical conductivity fulfils the sum rule, which is negative due to the initial electron
momentum distribution, inverted with respect to the electron ground state.
The steady-state optical conductivities for both starting states are considerably
different than the optical conductivity of the ground state for the same parameters
of Hamiltonian, which is evident from Fig. 2.3. Although the Drude peak is present
in all cases, the weight of Drude peak is significantly larger in the ground state. Conversely, the side peaks near the phonon frequency ω0 = 0.75 are more pronounced
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Figure 2.1: Time evolution of kinetic energies Ekin for different perturbations. a)
Time evolution for states, excited to the same total energy Esys = 2t0 either with the
magnetic field of varying strength or with sudden inclusion of phonon interaction
for a free electron with maximum kinetic energy. b) Time evolution for states,
which were excited with constant electric field in time intervals of varying length to
different total energies Esys . Inset in b) shows how the initial time is determined for
excitation with magnetic field. Taken from [65].
for the relaxed steady states. Higher relative weight of excitations is reminiscent of
thermally excited states, described by statistical mechanics, which cannot be simulated using the same T = 0 formalism used thus far. Other numerical approaches
could be used to evaluate the optical conductivity at some finite temperature and
then compare it with the presented steady-state results to see whether our expectation that steady-state is indeed thermal does come true. Instead of switching to
other methods, it is instructive to see where are the limits of the T = 0 formalism
regarding the prediction of the nature of the steady-state.
Effective temperatures
Based on the elementary statistical mechanics one could naively link the steady-state
of the electron subsystem after relaxation with a thermal state at some temperature. Leaving the plausibility of such approach for the next chapter, let us now try
to extract an effective electron temperature Te without detailed knowledge of the
underlying model.
Let us transform the time correlation function C(t, tp ),
C(t, tp ) = hjp,I (t)jp,I (tp )i,

(2.20)

where again t denotes the time of evaluation and tp the time when perturbation was
applied, into the frequency space via Fourier transform of the first variable, just like
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Figure 2.2: Snapshots of the real part of optical conductivity σ 0 at different delays
for a) quench in electron-phonon coupling and b) driving for a set amount of time
with electric field. The negative values at short times for a) correspond to the sum
rule. The time average was taken over the time interval [50τ ,100τ ]. Taken from [65].

in Eq. 2.16,
C(ω, tp ) = <

Z

∞

dteı(ω+ıη)t C(t, tp ).

(2.21)

0

Once more η is added to ensure convergence. When we recall the definition of
C(t, tp ), we obtain
C(ω, tp ) = <
=<

Z

∞

Z0 ∞

dteı(ω+ıη)t hjp,I (t)jp,I (tp )i
dteı(ω+ıη)t Tr{ρsys jp,I (t)jp,I (tp )}.

(2.22)

0

Furthermore, the transformed time correlation function is in thermal equilibrium
0
connected with the regular part of the real component of optical conductivity σreg
as
1 − e−βω
0
σreg
=
C(ω),
(2.23)
ω
which follows from the standard linear response theory [32].
Temperature is defined for a thermal ensemble, where the density matrix of
the system ρsys has the Gibbs form, ρsys = Z1 e−βHsys and Z = Tr{e−βHsys }. The
states in a thermal ensemble are in equilibrium and therefore the time correlation
functions do not depend on time tp , they are temporally translational invariant - in
the following tp shall be set to 0 and omitted from the following set of equations.
Assuming thermal state and expanding the trace in the basis of eigenstates |ni,
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Figure 2.3: Optical conductivity for the ground state (GS) and steady-state time
averages for excitation with field (f-Q) and interaction quench (i-Q).
C(ω) is further rewritten as
Z ∞
1
dteı(ω+ıη)t Tr{e−βHsys eiHsys t je−iHsys t j}
C(ω) = <
Z
Z0 ∞
X
1
dteı(ω+ıη)t
e−βEn eiEn t hn|j|mie−iEm t hm|j|ni
= <
Z
0
nm
X
1
=
e−βEn |hn|j|mi|2 2πδ(En − Em + ω).
Z nm

(2.24)

Comparison of the last line for C(ω) and C(−ω) gives the detailed balance relation,
C(ω) = eβω C(−ω),

(2.25)

which signifies that transition processes do not change the occupation probabilities
of eigenstates [66]. With some manipulation of the detailed balance equation 2.25
it can be easily seen that the derivative of quantity
Rdb (ω) = log(C(−ω)/C(ω)) = −βω,

(2.26)

corresponds to the inverse temperature β. The temperature can therefore be extracted from the slope of the plot Rdb (ω), where the latter is represented as a straight
line, if the electron state is indeed a thermal one.
As a probe of the thermal form of an electron state Rdb (ω) can be evaluated at
each instant separately and when the plot of Rdb (ω) is a line, the electron state can
be described by an effective temperature. We evaluated C(ω) and Rdb (ω) for several
different times during relaxation from the i-Q and f-Q steady states - the results
are presented in Fig. 2.4. For the relaxation after the field quench, Rdb (ω) taken
at different times (Fig. 2.4b) mostly show the anticipated line form with the slope
increasing with time, although there are some artefacts at larger frequencies, |ω| ≈ 5,
which are connected to vanishing of C(ω) at large negative values (Fig. 2.4a).
Time evolutions of C(ω) and Rdb (ω) for relaxation after the electron-phonon coupling was quenched (i-Q) from 0 to finite g, resembling the injection of photoexcited
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Figure 2.4: Snapshots of C(ω) at different times a) after magnetic field excitation
(f-Q) and c) after injection of a excited electron in phonon environment (i-Q). b,
d) Probe of the thermal form of the electron state Rdb (ω) for snapshots of C(ω)
at different times in a,c), respectively. Note that the the interval, where C(ω) is
vanishing (ω < −4) corresponds to the range where artefacts are present in a) and
c), while for short times in d) the electron state is evidently non-thermal.

electron with the laser pulse, are presented in Fig. 2.4c and Fig. 2.4d. As inferred
from the evolution of optical conductivity, the results for long times (t ∈ [50τ, 100τ ])
match with (f-Q) quite well, while the pathways leading to the steady state differ significantly. In the f-Q case the frequency dependence of C(ω) evolves in time mainly
with the rescaling of values at ω ≤ 0, as the same peaks (such as the one at ω = 0
and the one at ω ≈ 1.5) can be identified for all times, only their intensity changes.
On the contrary, during the time evolution of C(ω) for the i-Q case formation of
the peak at ω ≈ 1.5 takes place, which indicates that initial states are not thermal.
This is reflected also in plots of Rdb (ω), which show strongly nonthermal character
for short times.
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2.2.2

Optical conductivity in t-J model

t-J model in 2D
Let us now test for steady state and signatures of thermal state also in the framework
of the 2D t-J model,
H = −t0

Xh
hiji,s

i
X
(1 − ni,−s )c†i,s cj,s (1 − nj,−s ) + h.c. + J
Si · Sj ,

(2.27)

hiji

where c̃i,s = ci+1,s (1 − ni+1,−s ) is a projected fermion annihilation operator. Repeating the steps done for the optical conductivity σ in the Holstein model we would
like to determine, whether the shape of σ(ω, t) after relaxation resembles a thermal
one and if so, can we link it with some temperature?
To some extent this question was already answered [58], where two different
starting states were studied, the first prepared with a phase quench of the ground
state with a single hole by phase θ = π in x-direction and the other being a bare
hole in the spin background. The time averages of σ(ω, t) over time long after the
relaxation were compared to thermal values, obtained with a finite temperature
procedure and the overall shapes matched well, with deviations around ω = 0.
Regarding their results the states should be thermal enough to show linear dependence of Rdb (ω) and thus enable evaluation of effective temperature. Our calculations were done for a single hole on a lattice constructed with LFS1 without
boundary conditions, which simulate an infinite lattice, for J = 0.3t0 . Fig. 2.5
shows Rdb (ω), as defined in Eq. 2.26, for two initial states, same as in [58] - immobile bare hole and phase-quenched ground state. The former is similar to the
interaction quench used in Holstein model, as in both cases a bare charge carrier
starts interacting with bosons at time t = 0, although in the i-Q case the electron
was mobile. Similar to the i-Q case, there are visible divergences in Rdb (ω) during
the relaxation from the immobile bare hole, indicating nonthermal transient states.
These divergences vanish at long times. However, the finite size of the Hilbert space
introduces finite-size effects, which impose a limit on accuracy of the long-time evolution. Thus relaxation to a thermal state and the associated thermalization cannot
be ascertained due to the limited size of the system (strict thermalization can be
reached only in the thermodynamic limit).
On the other hand, phase-quenched ground state evolves through states, which
approximately satisfy the detailed balance relation, at least judging from their shape
(Fig. 2.5b). Again, we should be reserved with any strong conclusions due to the
limitations of the applied method in two dimensions mentioned above.

2.2.3

Optical conductivity in 1D t-J model

Transition to one dimension alleviates the problem of finite system size as the size
of the Hilbert space scales slower with distance from the hole. The t-J model in 1D
1

In the iterative construction of the basis, N H = 13 generations were used - see Appendix A.1
for further information.
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Figure 2.5: Probe of the thermal form of the electron state Rdb (ω) in 2D t-J model
for snapshots at different times for the two initial states: (a) bare hole and (b)
phase-quenched ground state.
can be written as
H = Hkin + HJ + Hh
i
X
X
X h †
Si · Si+1 + h
(−1)i Siz .
=−
t0 c̃i,s c̃i+1,s + h.c. + J
i

i,s

(2.28)

i

The effect of a staggered magnetic field with h = 0.7J, the last term Hh , was added
to break the spin-charge separation, otherwise present in 1D. The large difference
between dynamics in 1D and 2D is therefore diminished with the inclusion of the
staggered field and as a result more precise data, which still at least partially apply
to 2D, can be obtained. For better comparison, identical t0 and J were taken as in
the 2D case.
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Figure 2.6: Probe of the thermal form of the electron state Rdb (ω) in 1D t-J model
for snapshots at different times for the two initial states: (a) bare hole and (b)
phase-quenched ground state.
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As before Rdb (ω) was calculated for two initial conditions, immobile bare hole
and ground state with phase quench for θ = π at t = 0. Time evolution of Rdb (ω) is
presented in Fig. 2.6 for both cases. The conclusion based on figures is that the 1D
t-J model with staggered field does indeed show very similar dynamics as the 2D
t-J model. To be more precise, the evolution of the bare hole follows a less thermal
path, as the slope in Fig. 2.6a changes in time mostly for |ω| > 1, and ends in a likely
non-thermal state, not quite fulfilling the assumption of detailed balance. Unlike the
bare hole, the ground state evolves through seemingly thermal states after the phase
quench and matches the detailed balance prediction rather nicely (see Fig. 2.6b).
Note that the large oscillations present at |ω| > 1 are due to the vanishing values of
C(ω < 1) (not presented).

2.3

Summary

After the initial transition to a high excitation state, a single electron, coupled with
dispersionless phonons on a chain with 16 sites and periodic boundary conditions,
was found to relax its kinetic energy efficiently to a steady state. Furthermore,
the nonequilibrium optical conductivity in the linear response regime was used to
further identify the steady state for different initial excitations and it was found that
initial states with equal total energy share a common steady state, regardless of the
type of excitation. The type of excitation is reflected in a distinct path towards
the steady state, while in the long time limit, when the steady state is reached,
the optical conductivity takes a form independent of the initial state. The observed
behaviour thus conforms to many of the characteristics of thermalization. At this
point we refrain from making additional claims about the nature of the steady state
that remains unresolved.
Similar conclusions are made when studying a single excited hole in an antiferromagnetic spin environment. The data indicate that after initial relaxation the
system enters a detailed balance regime although additional probes are in order.
The detailed balance relation seems to hold relatively well for steady states observed after relaxation and thus implies thermalization of the system at least to
some degree.
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Thermalization
Findings of the previous chapter indicate that a highly nonequilibrium and nonthermal initial state of an electron in time evolves to one, which is well described by an
effective temperature. We were able to identify other signatures of thermalization
as well. Nonetheless, claiming observed thermalization is a bold statement, as the
extracted effective temperature relies on the assumption of a thermal steady state.
At best, considering the evaluated optical conductivity, the electron subsystem behaviour is a precursor for thermalization of the whole system, while on the other
hand, the effective temperature of an electron can have no connection to the temperature of the whole system composed of the electron as well as phonon degrees of
freedom.

3.1

Equilibrium thermodynamics

Macroscopic systems are well described with a small amount of variables, which
define macrostates of the system - in fact, the amount of variables is much smaller
than the number of degrees of freedom. In a thermal equilibrium the system is in
a macrostate with the largest number of microstates, where a microstate is specific
configuration of all degrees of freedom of a system [67]. In other words, the system
in thermal equilibrium is described with the density matrix with the largest entropy,
which accounts for the macroscopic variables such as energy or number of particles
in the system. These present a constraint and enter the maximization of entropy
with their Lagrange multipliers [68].
An isolated system cannot exchange energy with its environment, therefore the
constant value of the energy of the system Esys acts as a constraint. Maximisation
of entropy results in equal probability of all microstates with the energy Esys , the
distribution known as the microcanonical ensemble.
If instead the system can interact with the environment and exchange energy
but not particles, the Esys is not conserved any more. However, the total energy,
sum of energies of both the system and the environment together, does not change.
Within this constraint, the density matrix in thermal equilibrium takes the Gibbs
form ρGibbs ,
1
Z = Tre−βH ,
(3.1)
ρGibbs = e−βH ;
Z
where the Lagrange multiplier β can be shown to correspond to inverse temperature,
β = 1/T . Collection of microstates of a system obeying the Gibbs form of the density
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matrix is called a canonical ensemble.
Additionally, if particle flow is allowed between the systems, the constraints
become the total energy and the total particle number, where each system can be
described by the grandcanonical ensemble with the density matrix ρgrand ,
ρgrand =

1 −β(H−µN )
e
;
Z

Z = Tre−βH+βµN ,

(3.2)

where the Lagrange multiplier µ is usually named as chemical potential.
Unlike examples above, some systems (referred to as integrable) exhibit a macroscopic number of conserved quantities (integrals of motion) Qi and are exactly solvable. Repeating the maximization procedure in the presence of constraints would
give
X
ρall
λi Qi ),
(3.3)
GGE ∝ exp(−β(H − µN ) +
i

where Lagrange multipliers λi are determined during the maximization. Integrable
systems were found to be consistent with generalized Gibbs ensemble [69, 70], where
only the local conserved quantities are included in ρall
GGE ; however, inclusion of
quasilocal integrals of motion was recently noticed to exhaust additional stationary states [71]. In order to use this extended generalized Gibbs ensemble a complete
set of local and quasilocal conserved quantities needs to be identified [72].
Integrable systems are hard to realize as even slight perturbations of the Hamiltonian or additional interactions with the environment, for instance inclusion of
randomly distributed impurities, can significantly reduce the number of integrals of
motion. Even as integrable systems lose their character with increasing disorder,
a new phase emerges for large enough disorder - particles become localized due to
the Anderson localization [73]. If this localization occurs on the level of many-body
eigenstates, it is called many-body localization.

3.2

Thermalization

Suppose a system in thermal equilibrium, described by a canonical ensemble, is
perturbed in some way to a non-equilibrium state. Will the system return to the
initial or some other thermal state? Will it reach a thermal state at all, will it
stay in a non-thermal steady state or even exhibit long time oscillations? In other
words, will a system thermalize when driven out of equilibrium? There are four
basic criteria [74] for thermalization:
• after possible initial transient dynamics the system stays in some particular
state or sufficiently close to it for almost all times (occasional deviations do
not violate this),
• this state does not depend on the initial microstate of the system,
• this state does not depend on the initial microstate of the environment,
• this state is described by the Gibbs measure ρGibbs .
The second and third requirements can be interpreted as the system’s loss of information or “memory” over time - when the system thermalizes and reaches the
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equilibrium state, the initial state cannot be inferred from the equilibrium one.
This loss of information in quantum systems, where unitary time evolutions do not
change the information of the system, is due to quantum entanglement. Time evolution leads to the spreading of quantum entanglement even to the point where the
information on the initial state has spread out of the system itself into the environment. In principle, the information would still be available, if some global quantity
was measured [75].
Eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH), proposed independently by Deutsch
[76] and Srednicki [77], claims that any expectation value of a variable hψn |A|ψn i,
evaluated for an eigenstate |ψn i with energy En , equals the thermal expectation
value at the same energy En , provided that the hψn |A|ψn i does not change much for
eigenstates close in energy [69] and matrix elements between different eigenstates
vanish in the thermodynamic limit [75]. Furthermore, any initial state, constructed
as a superposition of eigenstates, will thermalize due to decoherence [77]. The decoherence is prolonged or even negated when there are many conserved quantities or
the wave functions are localized, which results in failure of ETH for integrable and
many-body localization systems.
The concept of quantum thermalization, especially in the context of ETH, is
invariably tied to the observable in question. Some observables can reach their thermal value long before the occupation numbers take on their long time distribution
- this phenomenon is known as prethermalization [78]. Prethermalization is thus
expected in systems that are on the border of thermalization, such as in nearlyintegrable systems [79, 80], systems near the many-body localization transition [81],
and systems with different energy scales, where not all subsystems thermalize [82].

3.3
3.3.1

Equilibration in presence of phonons
Electron subsystem equilibration

As in 2.2.1 the interaction of electrons and phonons will be considered in the framework of 1D Holstein model,
H = Hkin + He-ph + Hph

X †
X †
X †
= −t0 eıF t
cj,s cj+1,s + h.c. − g
cj,s cj,s (a†j + aj ) + ω0
aj aj ,
j,s

j

(3.4)

j

with the same parameters as before λ = g 2 /2t0 ω0 = 0.5, ω0 = 0.75t0 and again on a
16 site chain with periodic boundary conditions.
The optical conductivity probe, introduced in previous chapter, has indicated
thermalization of the electron subsystem as σ(ω) derived from the nonequilibrium
linear response theory was undistinguishable for different initial microstates, both of
the electron and of the phonon (environment) subsystem, and did vary only slightly
after the initial relaxation. According to the discussion in Section 3.2, the long-time
steady state of the subsystem will need to conform to the thermal distribution in
the case of thermalization. To check, if indeed the steady state is thermal, the probe
to measure the state in the electron subsystem should be introduced. Tracing out
the phonon degrees of freedom in the density matrix of the whole system ρtot gives
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the reduced density matrix of the electron subsystem ρele ,
ρele = Trph (ρtot ),

(3.5)

where the index ph indicates summation only over the phonon subsystem. In the
system under consideration the electron subsystem is composed of a single electron,
therefore the reduced density matrix equals the one-particle density matrix, where
all degrees of freedom apart from those of a single particle are traced out. The
electron degrees of freedom form a subspace spanned by the momentum eigenstates
|ki. The reduced density matrix is composed of elements ρele
kl , which satisfy the
relation,
X
ρele =
ρele
(3.6)
kl |kihl|.
kl

Due to translational invariance, the offdiagonal matrix elements vanish, while the
diagonal elements are easily evaluated as
X
hm|ρele c†k ck |mi
hc†k ck i =
m

=

X
mk0 l0

=
hc†k ck i

=

X

0
0 †
ρele
k0 l0 hm|k ihl |ck ck |mi

ρele
k0 l0 δmk0 δk0 l0 δmk ,

mk0 l0
ρele
kk =

hnk i.

(3.7)

Diagonal elements of the one-particle density matrix therefore correspond to the
occupation numbers nk of momentum eigenstates.
We have used Lanczos approach to evaluate the time evolution of the one particle
density matrix after the system was prepared in an excited state in the same manner
as in 2.2.1. Using a real space basis for Lanczos procedure it was easier to first
evaluate hc†i cj i, where i and j are site indices, and then use Fourier transform to
calculate matrix elements of the one-particle density matrix ρele
kk . To ensure the
validity of obtained numerical results, we tested the following sum rule

X †
hHkin i = −t0
cj cj+1 + h.c.
j

FT

=

X

εk n k

k

= −2t0 cos(k)nk ,
where FT indicates the use of Fourier transformation between the two consequent
steps and the free electron dispersion εk = −2t0 cos(k) was used. The presence of
a driving field F introduces a phase term into the hopping parameter and consequentially offsets the dispersion as εk = −2t0 cos(k − F t)1 . This is nicely seen in
Fig. 3.1a for times t < 0 (under the white dashed line), where the offset of the peak
in the initial momentum distribution is linearly increasing with time. After the
1

Note that because the system is finite there is a restriction on the values of momentum eigenstates - if the system is not in one, reduced density matrix will show oscillations and negative
entries. This is especially notable if field phase shift is not accounted for correctly.
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state is excited to the target total energy, the field is abruptly set to 0, as already
described in chapter 2.2.1. The smeared out momentum distribution then quickly
(in time t ≈ 15τ , τ = 1/t0 ) restores the peaked structure at k = 0, only the peak
is now broader. Preparing the initial state with the interaction quench (i-Q) and
following the relaxation (Fig. 3.1b) leads to similar conclusions. The initial narrow
peak at k = π splits in two parts symmetrically, which then reform a central peak
at t ≈ 15τ , much broader than the initial distribution.
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Figure 3.1: Time dependence of occupation numbers of momentum eigenstates nk
during relaxation from excited states for a) field quench and b) interaction quench.
The white dashed line in a) denotes the starting state. Earlier times show the effect
of the field driving as increasing offset of the distribution peak.
Not only do both cases, f-Q and i-Q, end with an apparently stationary state,
they also look alike. This observation should not come as a surprise after the study of
nonequilibrium optical conductivity using the same parameters in the same model,
where many signs of thermalizations were observed (refer to 2.2.1). We previously
assigned the steady states their effective temperatures and would now like to check
the validity of our approximation. Therefore the goal is to first check if the nk
corresponds to a thermal state with a given temperature. If so, would the effective
temperature, extracted from current-current correlation C(ω), match the temperature of this thermal state?
We used the FTLM method, introduced by Jaklič and Prelovšek [35] (see Finite
temperature properties in A.2), in order to evaluate thermal momentum distribution
ntherm
for the system at hand in a wide range of temperatures. The obtained ntherm
k
k
could be used to find the best fit for the steady state distribution nk and thus we
would extract the temperature Tt . Consider instead the sum rule for nk , which
connects the momentum distribution with the expectation value of kinetic energy
Ekin , as a means of determining the temperature. Thus if the distributions nk and
ntherm
with matching Ekin were to overlap, the steady state could be deemed a
k
thermal state.
Comparison of occupation numbers of momentum eigenstates nk , averaged over
time interval t ∈ [50τ, 100τ ] in order to lessen the impact of temporal fluctuations,
and thermal values ntherm
at Tt , determined from temperature dependence of kinetic
k
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energy, is presented in Fig. 3.2. The most outstanding feature is the overlap of
ntherm
(denoted as FTLM in the figure) with all of the steady states, which relaxed
k
from excited states of the same energy but different initial states. Even though the
points for different drivings are offset in the k axis due to the field-gained phase, they
nonetheless fall inside the error bars with width three times the temporal standard
deviation.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of time averaged eigenvalues of the one-particle density
matrix ρele
kk = nk with their thermal counterparts, chosen to match the time averaged kinetic energy expectation value. Steady states of various pathways (f-Q: field
quench, i-Q: interaction quench) of the same energy excitation are compared with
the thermal values for Tt = 0.68. Error bars signify threefold temporal standard
deviation. Taken from [65].
For the used set of parameters (λ = g 2 /2t0 ω0 = 0.5, ω0 = 0.75t0 ) we can conclude
that the time-averaged state after the initial relaxation corresponds to the thermal
state at Tt = 0.68, at least at our level of precision. Recalling that the temperature
is tied to the value of kinetic energy Ekin , representing the sum rule for both nk and
σ(ω), one would expect that the optical response reflects the same temperature, if
both are correct measures of temperature, which is not at all intuitive.
Figures 3.3 represent the correspondence between temperature Te , obtained from
Rdb (ω) (Eq. 2.26), and temperature Tt at which the thermal value of kinetic energy
Ekin equals the time-averaged one. In Fig. 3.3a we compare Rdb (ω), extracted from
the steady state in the i-Q and f-Q case, and the line with slope corresponding to
Tt . Satisfactory matching of lines is seen, which indicates equality of the evaluated
temperatures. The field-driven-state temperature matches the prediction almost
exactly while for the interaction quench Rdb (ω) deviates noticeably from the linear
dependence at larger ω, which can again be attributed to increased numerical errors
at these frequencies. The difference of slopes will be reconciled a bit later. If
the whole procedure, evaluating temperatures from current-current correlation and
from the thermal ensemble, is repeated for different values of the total energy of
the system, the observed correspondence of Te and Tt is found to hold for the whole
range of total energies probed, Etot /t0 ∈ {0, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6} (see Fig. 3.3b).
The electron in the 1D Holstein model can therefore be accurately assigned a temperature after the electron relaxes from the initial excited state. Furthermore, this
temperature can be determined from both the shape and the sum-rule of nk as well as
from Rdb (ω), while all procedures produce matching results. Therefore, the temperature can be determined using Rdb (ω) instead of comparing the steady-state optical
conductivity σ(ω) with optical conductivity at finite T (obtained with methods us50
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Figure 3.3: (a) Steady state Rdb (ω) for i-Q and f-Q compared with the prediction for
Tt extracted from Ekin . (b) Dependence of the effective temperature Te , extracted
from Rdb (ω), and Tt on the total energy of the system. Taken from [65].
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ing thermal ensembles like FTLM). This might in turn imply also the possibility
of determining the temperature from other correlations, similar to current-current
corelation C(ω), whenever the system is in detailed balance, though it should be
thoroughly checked first.
While the outcome of calculations is very satisfying, there are a couple of issues
that need to be noted. To begin with, the range of energies, where the observations
hold, is limited on both sides. At high energies too many phonons are excited
to be to correctly described by our finite system with truncated phonon degrees of
freedom. On the other hand, small excitations produce a limited amount of phonons,
thus accessing only a small portion of phase space and resulting in lesser quantum
decoherence, which inhibits thermalization.

-2

Figure 3.4: (a) Comparison of time-averaged eigenvalues of the one-particle density
matrix ρele
kk = nk for the i-Q excitation with their thermal counterparts FTLM for
ω0 = 2.0t0 . Error bars signify threefold temporal standard deviation. (b) Time
evolution of kinetic energy as a sum rule for nk for ω0 /t0 = 0.75, 2.0. Taken from
[65].
A similar effect is achieved with the increase of phonon frequency while keeping
λ and the excitation energy intact. The increased cost of phonon creation has two
consequences - the electron does not completely relax from the initial state, which
is reflected in persistence of a peak at ω = π in nk , and the kinetic energy shows
pronounced oscillations due to the increase of the energy gap between states with
different phonon number, see Fig. 3.4. In this case it would be presumptuous to
make a claim stronger than the observation that the thermal ntherm
remains inside
k
the error bars of “steady state” nk .
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Figure 3.5: Values of kinetic energy Ekin versus time for couplings toward the weak
(λ = 0.2, 0.3) and strong (λ = 0.7, 0.8) coupling regime for three different excitation
mechanisms.
The reported behaviour, relaxation of initial excited states toward the same
steady state for different initial states, does not change appreciably for a broader
range of λ, as shown in 3.5. For λ < 0.2 the relaxation times become increasingly
long, which prevents us to make any statement regarding the final steady state,
while for λ > 0.8 the number of phonons in the system rises above the threshold,
where the simulation is done with confidence due to the phonon number cutoff in
the basis. Nonetheless, the available data are consistent with the previous findings
and thus we expect thermal character of the steady state and of the relaxation.
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Figure 3.6: Thermal values of kinetic energy Ekin , obtained using FTLM, at their
respective temperatures T for different basis, varying both number of sites L and
number of generations Nh (refer to A.1). Symbols represent long time averages of
Ekin after f-Q type of excitation (FQ). Taken from [65].
Another point to be considered is the choice of basis used in calculations and
how it affects the evaluated temperatures. Due to the periodic boundary conditions
we do not expect significant changes of the electron subsystem so far as the phonon
degrees of freedom are plentiful. As a confirmation of this statement, Fig. 3.6 shows
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only limited deviations of Ekin at the same temperature for systems with different system sizes and different amount of phonons. Additionally, the time-averaged
steady state value of electron kinetic energy overlaps with the thermal expectation
value dependence in systems of both 6 and 16 sites.

3.3.2

Phonon subsystem relaxation

Shifting the focus to the other part of system, the phonon degrees of freedom, is
likely to give complementary information on the relaxation of exited states. The
only exited state, covered in depth in this section, will be the interaction quench
(i-Q) one, where a (photoinduced) bare electron is created in one of the momentum
eigenstates,
|Ψ0 i = c†k |∅iele |∅iph .
(3.8)
|∅iele and |∅iph denote electron and phonon vacuum, respectively. As soon as the
electron is created, it starts to interact with phonons and starts to form a polaron
- a quasiparticle composed of an electron dressed with phonons.
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Figure 3.7: Time evolution of (a) phonon-electron correlation γ(j) and (b) expectation values of parts of Holstein Hamiltonian after i-Q excitation.
This process can be followed in real space with the use of phonon-electron correlation γ(i, j),
γ(i, j) = hc†i ci a†i+j ai+j i.
(3.9)
Due to translational symmetry of the system the electron coordinate can be fixed
at i and the correlation γ(j) becomes dependent strictly on the distance between
phonons and the electron. Time evolution of γ(j) is presented in Fig. 3.7a, which
clearly shows the polaron formation at short times (t < 15τ ) and steady state
behaviour later on. The steady state behaviour is characterized by a polaron around
j = 0 and another broad peak as far away from polaron as possible, as λ < λc = 0.95
[83]. The broad peak is unfortunately not intense enough to be seen on the presented
plot. The small oscillations around the steady state of the phonon subsystem are
observed in the time evolution of parts of Holstein Hamiltonian, Hkin ,He-ph , and
Hph (defined in Eq. 3.4) and are presented in Fig. 3.7b. Furthermore, recall that the
phonons modelled with the Holstein model are dispersionless, fully localized, and do
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not posses their own dynamics. In other words, no dynamics in the phonon sector is
expected if the electron subsystem is in the steady state, which corresponds to the
situation at hand.
The electron in steady state after i-Q excitation was found earlier to exhibit
thermal properties. Does the same hold for the phonon subsystem? Let us start with
a naive approximation that each site represents an independent harmonic oscillator,
excitations of which are phonons. Such an oscillator is described with the BoseEinstein statistics and the phonon number nph = a† a expectation value equals2 ,
1
.
(3.10)
hnph i = ω/T
eff
e
−1
With the use of this relation the phonon-electron correlation can be transformed
into spatially-resolved effective “temperature” Teff . In Fig. 3.8a we present the deviations of Teff from the electron temperature Tele . The latter is extracted from the
comparison of thermal values of kinetic energy with the values of kinetic energy for
all times, when the electron is in or at least close to the steady state, similar to Tt
in previous section. Quite surprisingly Teff closely resembles Tele for the majority of
the phonon sector, with the exception of the close vicinity of the electron.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Time evolution of difference between the spatially-resolved effective phonon “temperature” Teff and effective electron temperature Tele . (b) Time
evolution of polaron effective temperature T0 , obtained with only the thermal contribution to phonon number hnith , compared with electron effective temperature Tele
and average effective temperature of phonon subsystem Tph .
On the other hand, large deviations present on the site of the electron undoubtedly correspond to electron-phonon coupling, which was neglected in this naive approach. The spatial extent of the deviations corresponds to the size of the polaron,
which we approximate as just one site. Continuing with the picture of independent
harmonic oscillators, the polaron can be represented as a shifted harmonic oscillator due to interaction, with the corresponding shift g (which can be verified by
Lang-Firsov transformation). Thermal shifted harmonic oscillators also have a zero
temperature contribution n0 to hnph i (see Appendix C.1),
hnph i = n0 + hnith ,

2

Recall the use of Plank units, ~ = c = kB = 1
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where in our case n0 = g 2 = 2t0 λω = 0.75t0 . The effective polaron temperature T0 ,
extracted from Eq. 3.10 for the corrected expectation value of thermal phonons on
the electron site hnith , agrees better with the rest of the temperatures and with Tele .
Let us now define the effective temperature of the phonon subsystem Tph by taking the average over all sites (T0 at the electron site and Teff otherwise). Comparison
of Tph with effective electron temperature Tele shows that after the initial heating
of phonon and cooling of electron degrees of freedom the temperatures coincide for
times t > 40τ , as shown in Fig. 3.8b.
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Figure 3.9: Extracted temperatures versus time. (a) i-Q initial state (b) Comparison
of i-Q and f-Q electron temperatures compared with temperatures corresponding to
tot
th
and
respectively. In (b) TFT
full and estimated thermal phonon energy, Eph and Eph
th
TFT were evaluated for the f-Q case.
The temperature can also be determined by comparison of the time-averaged
value of phonon energy Eph = hHph i with the average values at finite temperature,
a procedure similar to evaluation of Tele . Let us denote the temperature of the
tot
phonon subsystem obtained this way as TFT
.
Of course, recalling that polaron can be interpreted as a shifted harmonic oscillator a certain amount of non-thermal phonons can be expected. Similar to the ex0
= ω0 n0
traction of T0 , we subtract the estimated energy of non-thermal phonons Eph
th
from Eph and are left with the energy of thermal phonons Eph . We can then assign
th
th
a temperature TFT
to thermal phonons with the energy Eph
by comparison of the
th
latter with thermal values of the phonon energy. Fig. 3.9a serves to show that TFT
tot
matches Tele and Tph better than TPH
. This again indicates that a certain amount
of phonons does not act in a thermal way, which should be taken into account
whenever time-averaged states are compared with the equilibrium states at finite
temperatures.
If the same reasoning is applied to the f-Q protocol for the initial state, the
outcome is profoundly different. Here any attempts to account for electron-phonon
interaction via presence of non-thermal phonons fail in explaining the steady-state
value of Ekin and the associated Tele , as shown in Fig. 3.9b. The best fit to Tene in
tot
this case is TFT
, which implies that all phonons in the sistem contribute to finite
temperature behaviour of the system.
There are several possible scenarios for this discrepancy:
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• The effective-temperature approach to steady state is invalid, rendering comparison of temperatures worthless. However, this scenario is less probable as
we observed many signatures of thermal states using different probes such as
the optical conductivity and the one-particle density matrix approach.
• The correct way of assigning a temperature to the phonon subsystem is to
tot
tot
use TFT
. This leads to a nasty situation, where Tele is lower than TFT
, even
though it was the electron that was excited in the beginning. Due to potential
violation of the second law of thermodynamics, this scenario can be ruled out.
• The correct way of assigning a temperature to the phonon subsystem is to use
th
TFT
. In this scenario there are no violations of the second law of thermodynamics, although there is no obvious reason why the temperature difference
between electron and phonon subsystems should remain finite for long times.
• Although the initial energy of the system is the same, the temperatures of the
subsystem in the steady-states of i-Q and f-Q differ. This scenario implicitly
assumes that in the i-Q case, some fraction of the energy of the system does not
take part in the thermalization process, does not heat the phonon subsystem.
This fraction should be on the order of interaction energy hEe-ph i and should
correspond to the formation of a polaron as it only appears in i-Q case and
not in f-Q, where the polaron is already formed at the beginning.
In order to confirm any of the proposed scenarios or reject them all, additional
calculations should be conducted, before any of this is taken for anything more than
a possibility.

3.4

Summary

Steady states, achieved after the relaxation from initial excited states, can be used
to evaluate the one-particle density matrix, which serves to uniquely determine all
the observables of a single particle. Comparison of the steady-state one-particle
density matrix with its thermal counterpart revealed that observables of a single
electron coupled with phonons in the framework of 1D Holstein model have thermal
character.
Additional analysis concluded that the temperature extracted from one-particle
density matrix matches the effective temperature, defined with current-current correlation and assumption of a detailed balance. Thus the current-current correlation
is recognized as a tool for determination of temperature of the electron subsystem.
Potential thermalization of the phonon subsystem is studied phenomenologically
- an effective phonon temperature is defined for each site and the correspondence to
the electron temperature is uncovered. While phonon thermalization seems plausible
the issue of the polaron formation and its effect on the extracted temperatures should
be understood before making any further claims.
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Relaxation time scales
No system investigated by spectroscopic methods is completely isolated from the
environment. The coupling of the system with the environment determines the
typical time scale of relaxation as well as the state after relaxation. As the concepts
of system and environment are quite general, we can treat interaction of different
subsystems of a same system in a similar way. The coupling between different
degrees of freedom determines the dynamics of relaxation as well as the equilibrium
state of the (sub)system. Knowledge of the time scales is extremely important as
it enables differentiation of different processes active during the system’s relaxation
toward equilibrium, which will be investigated more closely in the following chapter.
As an introduction to the topic of different time scales in strongly correlated
insulators, let us discuss different stages of relaxation observed in typical optical
experiments on cuprates (see Fig. 4.1). After the incident laser pulse excites the
ground state, the resulting photoinduced metallic behaviour is established in time
on the order of fs. The hot photoinduced carriers then begin to dissipate their excess
energy to environment and become increasingly localized with the typical time scale
of a couple of tens of fs. In several hundreds of fs the induced carriers recombine
and the system dissipates energy to environment on even longer time scales until it
ultimately relaxes to the initial state.
The second step of the process, where charge carriers shed their surplus energy,
can reveal the equilibration mechanisms of charge excitations and might unveil the
origin of high Tc superconductivity, hence this stage of relaxation is intensively investigated. The equilibration mechanisms are not tied solely to the superconducting
state and can be studied also in the normal state, thus dispensing with the need for
cooling the samples.
It is an experimental fact that the relaxation of electrons occurs on a very short
time scale, indicating very efficient transfer of energy to boson degrees of freedom.
There are two main candidates for the energy recipient bosons, localized spins and
strongly coupled phonons.

4.1

Charge carrier relaxation in spin background

As mentioned in the introduction, strong correlations between electrons can manifest
also as antiferromagnetic ordering of spins, which is present in CuO2 planes in
cuprates. The relaxation of excited charge carriers in an antiferromagnetic spin
background was shown to match the relaxation times observed in experiments [85].
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Figure 4.1: Schematic depiction of different stages of relaxation in a typical optical
experiment. Taken from [84].
The mechanism of relaxation of the hole in the antiferromagnetic environment
has been so far studied within the framework of many models of correlated electron
systems, among others also within the t − J model. When moving in a Néel ordered
state, the hole hopping introduces spin excitations, strings of spins flipped with
regard to the ordered state, which can be erased, if the hole retraces the path it
took. Discarding the possible paths, where the hole loops back on its string of
perturbations, the hole moves in an effective linear binding potential. If also spin
dynamics is excluded with the adoption of t-Jz model (spin term includes only
2/3
S z components), the relaxation time scales as trel → trel Jz , which can be shown
analytically [10].
Golež et al. [86] found that even when these two assumptions do not hold the
short time dynamics conforms to scaling with J 2/3 . They finally interpret the relaxation of hole in terms of exciting the spin background in the vicinity, where large
reservoir of spins (higher coordination) shortens the relaxation time. The relaxation
time was found to equal a few hopping times, consistent with experiment when
realistic parameter values are considered [85].
Ultrafast relaxation in antiferromagnetic environment was reported also in theoretical works using Hubbard model, which does not necessarily lead to thermal states
in the times, reached by the simulation [87], and was attributed to short-range spin
correlations [88], consistent with findings in the t-J model.

4.2

Charge carrier relaxation with phonons

In 1D Mott insulators the inclusion of electron-phonon coupling was shown to prevail
over the spin-charge coupling in the initial stage of relaxation and thus govern the
short time dynamics. At the same time the electron-phonon coupling did not alter
the optical response [89].
Isolating the electron-phonon dynamics, the study of a single electron relaxation
by Golež et al. [90] revealed approximately exponential decay after the excitation
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with either instantaneous application of field or oscillating Gaussian-shaped field,
the latter mimicking the laser pulse. The relaxation time had no reported dependence on the strength of the laser-like excitation, while the results corroborate the
hypothesis that strong pulse splits a nearly-free electron from an excited polaron,
where the electron gradually dissipates energy into lattice vibrations and is ultimately recaptured by the lattice.
The same study also showed that relaxation times τ obtained by fitting correspond in the weak coupling to the Fermi golden rule result 1/τ = 2λω0 and saturate
to the pulse width for large couplings. Intermediate couplings have shown smooth
transition between the two regimes, which was further substantiated by matching
with the results from equilibrium self energy.

4.3

Subsystem energy transfer

Isolating the phonon and spin degrees of freedom can be difficult to achieve without
the use of cold atoms in optical lattices. More realistic simulations of charge carrier
relaxation can thus be achieved taking both subsystems into account on the model
level. Merging the t-J and the Holstein model, both already introduced in this work,
the t-J-Holstein model connects the spin and the phonon degrees of freedom via their
respective coupling with charge carriers. The t-J-Holstein model in one dimension
can be written as
H = Hkin + HJ + Hh + He-ph + Hph ,
i
X
Xh †
Si · Si+1
H = −t0
c̃i,s c̃i+1,s + h.c. + J
+h

X
i

(−1)i Siz + g

(4.1)

i

i,s

X

nhi (a†i + ai ) + ω0

i

X

a†i ai ,

i

P
where nhi = 1− s c̃†i,s c̃i+1,s is the number of projected holes on site i. The staggered
magnetic field h was included in order to eliminate the spin-charge separation and
make the dynamics approach those present in two dimensions. In [91] we studied the
dynamics of a single excited hole introduced into the half-filled system for the next
set of parameters: J = 0.3t0 , h = 0.21t0 , ω0 = t0 , while λ was taken from the set
{0, 0.025, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. Let us note here that contrary to previous cases, where
the periodic boundary conditions were used at a fixed size of the systems, there are
no strict boundary conditions in this case. The system generated with LFS is larger
with each additional generation and thus, in principle, infinite.
At time t = 0 (measured again in units τ = 1/t0 ) the hole was completely
localized as the hopping integral was set to t0 = 0. Immediately after, the hopping
was quenched back to its normal value t0 , and the hole began its relaxation from the
highly-excited initial state. To relax towards the ground state of the Hamiltonian
H(t > 0), the hole must dissipate its energy into the environment. Following the
time evolution of energy expectation values of each subsystem can therefore help
determine to which degree the hole relaxed after long time and how is the energy
distributed amongst other two subsystems. The energy expectation values of the
hole, Ekin , as well as spin and lattice degrees of freedom, Espin and Ephon , respectively,
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are defined as
Ekin (t) = hHkin (t)i,
Espin (t) = hHJ (t)i + hHh (t)i,
Ephon (t) = hHe-ph (t)i + hHph (t)i.
The time evolutions of the defined energies in the process of relaxation are presented
in Fig. 4.2 for different values of electron-phonon coupling g, connected with dimensionless variable λ = g 2 /2t0 ω0 . We focus first on the λ = 0 case, where the phonon
degrees of freedom are fully separated from charge and spin subsystems. In the
panel a) the hole exhibits fast non-exponential decay (note that −Ekin is presented)
up to around t ≈ 15τ and does not oscillate visibly for later times. The conservation
of energy is reflected in the rise of Espin with exactly the same temporal dependence.

Figure 4.2: Time evolution of energy in the (a,b) charge, (c,d) spin, and (e,f) phonon
subsystems for different strengths of the electron-phonon coupling, compared to their
respective values at time t = 0. Time axis is split into (a,c,e) electron relaxation
regime and (b,d,f) energy transfer regime. Open arrows indicate the increasing
coupling, while the filled arrows in (a) show estimated time constants of relaxation
trel . Inset in (b) represents the difference between steady-state and ground-state
kinetic energy. Taken from [91].
When the electron-phonon interaction is switched on, the intertwined dynamics
due to the interaction with spin and phonon subsystem result in relaxation time
trel , decreasing with larger λ. This shortening of relaxation can be attributed to the
addition of a second channel, through which the energy of the hole can be dissipated.
The second change due to the inclusion of phonons is observed at times t > 15τ ,
where kinetic energy has reached a stationary value. Although no gain or loss is
observed in the kinetic energy, the energies deposited in spin and phonon degrees of
freedom do still change in time, on a significantly longer time scale than during the
hole relaxation. For small λ the phonon energy Ephon continues to increase in time
even in the second part of time evolution (Fig. 4.2f) at the expense of Espin , while
for λ ≥ 0.2 the flow is reversed. The increasing phonon coupling is reflected also in
progressively larger oscillations of energies, with the approximate frequency of ω0 .
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Matthiessen’s rule
Matthiessen’s rule states that the dissipation via concurrent dissipative channels,
each with its own relaxation time τi , exhibits the true relaxation time τ̃ as,
1 X1
=
,
τ̃
τ
i
i

(4.2)

if all the channels are independent of each other. To check if the relaxation of the
hole with dissipation of energy to the spin background and to the lattice degrees
of freedom are two independent processes, we will check whether the decay time
of the kinetic energy in the first step of relaxation can be described as independent
scattering via spin and phonon excitations that would lead to the Matthiessen’s rule.
With that in mind, the relaxation is approximated by an exponential decay and
τform is obtained with a fitting procedure to data. The relaxation times are extracted
also for the pure phonon case J = h = 0 and the pure spin case λ = 0, which are
used to predict τform according to 4.2. The predictions and extracted values are
presented in 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The relaxation time τform as extracted from fitting the data by an exponential function for different parameters J and λ. Circles of different colours present
the simulation results, while lines correspond to the prediction of Matthiessen’s rule.

There are no noticeable deviations of the calculated relaxation times from the
Mathhiessen’s rule at either small hole-phonon coupling or small antiferromagnetic
coupling, while the prediction of Matthiessen’s rule does not conform with the observed rate of relaxation when both of the couplings fall out of the weak coupling
regime. This would suggest that there is no direct interaction between the relaxation
channels and any corrections include higher orders of both couplings λ and J.
Possible explanation for decay time faster than anticipated for independent processes pertains to site limitation of spin excitations. As opposed to Bose-Einstein
statistics of phonons, spins only have a limited number of excitations, one in our
case of spin S = 12 . Spin background near the hole therefore becomes saturated
and relaxation slows down as the hole excites further and further spins in order to
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release its energy. Phonon degrees of freedom alleviate this saturation and in doing
so shorten the decay time.
The discussion of saturation is continued in the next chapter.
Microscopic picture
Significantly longer time scales for the energy exchange between spins and phonons
are expected as there is no direct coupling between the subsystems and all the
exchange is mediated by the hole. Additionally most of the processes take place
in the vicinity of the hole, as can be observed from the hole-spin (Cspin (j)) and
hole-phonon (Cphon (j)) number correlation,
X
z
Cspin (j) =
h(−1)i+j nhi Si+j
i,
i

X
Cphon (j) =
hnhi nphon
i+j i,
i

where nphon
= a†i ai is the phonon number operator and the alternating sign in
i
Cspin (j) counters the preferred orientation in the staggered field. To better discern processes taking part after excitation of the hole, the correlations Cspin (j) and
Cphon (j) are compared with their respective ground state expectation values.
The time-dependent deviations of Cspin (j) from the ground state values are characterized by two distinct lines (Fig. 4.4). The first acts as a border between non-zero
and zero values and describes the maximum speed the correlation can spread with it is therefore connected to the Lieb-Robinson bound of the Hamiltonian, the freeelectron velocity 2t0 (full line). The second one approximately connects the peaks
of the hole-spin correlation and therefore corresponds to the velocity of excitations
of the spin subsystem, magnons.
The dispersion relation for antiferromagnetic magnons is [92],
ωk2 = (J + h)2 − (J cos(k))2 ,

(4.3)

k
. The second derivative of ωk leads to
while magnon group velocity is defined as ∂ω
∂k
determination of k0 for which the group velocity is maximal. The maximal magnon
group velocity thus equals

vmag =

∂ωk
∂k

k=k0

= (J + h) −

p
h(h + 2J),

(4.4)

presented as the dashed line. At the beginning of the relaxation, the highly excited
hole perturbs the local spin background and moves away significantly faster than
the magnon velocity, thus explaining the quick spread of the correlation Cspin (j).
When the hole dissipates enough energy and becomes localized (at approximately
time trel , shorter for larger λ) the spread of Cspin (j) is solely due to dispersion of
magnons, which slowly transfers the excess energy from the vicinity of the hole.
Aside from shortening the relaxation time, increasing phonon coupling results
in overall smaller deviations of the spin-background excitations compared to the
ground state, as the phonons take a portion of energy from the hole. Furthermore,
the oscillations present in Fig. 4.2 for larger λ are clearly observed in Cspin (j) as well,
with the same frequency as before. Dorfner et al. [64] argue that these oscillations
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Figure 4.4: Time evolution of deviations of hole-spin correlation Cspin (j) from the
ground state values for different values of λ. The maximal achievable velocity in
the model, free-electron velocity 2t0 , is denoted by full line, while the dashed line
corresponds to the maximal magnon velocity vmag . Taken from [91].

Figure 4.5: Time evolution of kinetic energy, presented as −∆Ekin (t), for different
systems with varying maximum phonon number (blue - up to 6 phonons in the
system) and number of spins, connected with the number of generations in EDLFS
(red - up to 19 generations). The used Hilbert spaces include from 1.4 × 104 to
1.2 × 107 basis states. The parameters used are J = 0.3t0 and λ = 0.4t0 . Taken
from [91].
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are of physical origin, are remnants of anti-adiabatic (ω  t0 ) dynamics and even
suggest that they are universal for phonon-related quantities. Indeed, the finite
size analysis presented in Fig. 4.5 confirms that the oscillations do not vanish with
increasing number of degrees of freedom. The analysis also indicates that for the
initial relaxation a small system already suffices. The changes due to the maximum
allowed number of phonons are more drastic than changes due to the system size,
which in turn indicates that the initial stage takes place in close vicinity of the
hole. Conversely, the microscopic mechanisms taking place at longer times show
greater deviations for smaller sizes of the system than the smaller number of phonons
allowed, which signifies an energy flow outward from the charge carrier, consistent
with the spreading of Cspin (j).
The effect of increasing λ is noticeable in the hole-spin correlation Cspin (j) as
the diminishing difference from the ground state expectation values. To satisfy the
energy conservation, the deviations from the ground state values become larger in
the hole-phonon correlation Cphon (j) with increasing λ, which is reflected in Fig. 4.6.
The phonons in the model are dispersionless, therefore they cannot change sites by
themselves. The very fast initial spread of the hole-phonon correlation is thus once
again consequence of the movement of an almost free charge carrier and, as before,
slows down in approximately the relaxation time trel . Further spread of the outside
front of the correlation cannot be attributed to immobile phonons and is at the same
time too slow for a free hole.
The first stage of relaxation can be interpreted as spin-lattice polaron formation
procedure, during which a free charge carrier is enveloped with the lattice and spin
excitations and obtains larger effective mass. Heavier (quasi)particles move slower,
which could explain the velocity of the outer fronts in Cphon (j). The spin-lattice
polaron velocity vkpol can be extracted from the polaron’s equilibrium dispersion
relation E(k), although the dependence of velocity on k presents a question - which
k does fit the polaron movement? The polaron does not relax into its ground state
as it retains some energy, which is approximately equal to the gap of the system and
is larger than the polaron dispersion. As no k can be excluded due to the energy
surplus of the steady-state polaron, there is no a priori criterion to determine the
best k. The velocity will therefore be estimated as an average taken over all possible
velocities, over the whole Brillouin zone, k ∈ (−π/2, π/2],
vave

s Z

2
1 π/2
dE(k)
=
dk
.
π −π/2
dk

(4.5)

The average group velocity of a spin-lattice polaron nicely fits the velocity of the
outer front of the hole-phonon correlation Cphon (j), as shown in Fig. 4.6. The open
circles, which represent vave , match nicely with the emphasized contour at the edge
of correlation, representing the immobile phonons left in polaron’s wake.
The second conclusion regarding Cphon (j) is that the number of phonons in the
vicinity begins to decrease at around t = 15τ , soon after the end of the first step
of relaxation. The polaron is still moving at this stage, which can be inferred due
to the persistent spreading of edges of the correlation, and losing energy with every
lattice excitation left behind. Taking both observations into account, we arrive at
the conclusion that the polaron movement is "fueled" with the energy of phonons
surrounding the hole.
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With each hopping the polaron loses energy also due to additional excitation of
the spin background. In other words, each hop enlarges the string of turned spins
and with it transfers the energy to the spin subsystem. Recalling that the cost of
moving is paid with the vicinity phonons, we find the mechanism of transfer from
lattice to spin degrees of freedom, which starts to occur at λ ≈ 0.2.

Figure 4.6: Time evolution of deviations of hole-phonon correlation Cphon (j) from
the ground state values for different values of λ. The maximal achievable velocity in
the model, free-electron velocity 2t0 , is denoted by full line. The dashed and dotted
line follow the contour lines in order to illustrate the decrease of phonon numbers
in vicinity of the hole and the spreading with the group velocity of the polaron,
respectively. Empty circles represent spreading with the average polaron velocity
vave . Taken from [91].
Previous statements can be substantiated with splitting the system into two
parts, the vicinity of the hole and the bulk immediately outside this area. The
presence of magnons will produce excitations of the spin system further and further
away from the hole in time, while the moving polaron will leave more and more
non-dispersive phonons out of its proximity. The number of excitations in the bulk
will therefore rise with time for both subsystems, while in the vicinity the number of
phonon excitation will decrease in time as argued before. The time dependence of the
number of excitations from the ground state for spin and phonon degrees of freedom,
presented in 4.7, is in line with the discussion and offers additional insight into the
studied processes. The number of spin excitations in the immediate vicinity of the
hole oscillates around some non-zero time-independent value indicating that the local
spin environment remains relatively unchanged after the initial stage. Surprisingly,
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Figure 4.7: Time evolution of number of excitations from the ground state split into
two parts - up to 3 sites away from the hole (in the vicinity - red line) and more than
3 sites away from the hole (out of the vicinity - black line). Presented are number
of spin excitations (a) and number of phonon excitations (b) for λ = 0.4.
even the bulk phonon excitations seem to reach a stationary value around t = 20τ ,
which suggests the redistribution of phonons in the bulk so that they are evenly
spread across the system.

4.4

Momentum resolved relaxation

The relaxation studied to this point was clearly non-uniform in space - energy can be
dissipated only on site of the hole, therefore the relaxation is rather local. Switching
to the complementary space can help discern, whether there is any momentum
dependence on relaxation times. As the energy of a (quasi)particle is connected
with its momentum via dispersion relation the momentum resolved relaxation might
unravel additional properties of degrees of freedom that the hole is coupled with.
The dynamics after the initial excitations can be followed with the charge-carrier
momentum distribution nk . The momentum distribution is best studied in translationally invariant systems, therefore we shall omit the spin degrees of freedom and
study pure Holstein model in 1D, the same as in 3.2, system with 16 sites and parameters λ = 0.5t0 , ω = 0.75t0 . The quantity of interest is the time evolution of
difference between the distribution at some point in time t, nk (t) and the long-time
average (over t ∈ [50τ, 100τ ]) of the steady state distribution n̄k .
The results of time propagation from the initial excited state - a bare chargecarrier with maximum kinetic energy (max
= 2t0 ) - are presented in Fig. 4.8. Clearly
k
visible are two different types of momenta, one where values of nk relax to the
steady-state values in time t ≈ 10τ and the other, where full relaxation is not
observed. Closer inspection reveals a gradual transition with increasing relaxation
time between the two regimes, the closer to k = 0 the slower the relaxation.
Recalling that nk is the charge-carrier momentum distribution, each momentum
can be associated with its respective energy via charge-carrier dispersion relation.
While the associated energies are not uniquely determined, we limit our discussion
to the lowest polaron band, where the polaron is the least likely to relax. Carrier
with the momentum associated with ground-state energy does not produce any ex66
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citations, as it already is in energy minimum. Energy can be dissipated only if it
exceeds the ground state value by more than energy of a single excitation, phonon
energy ω0 for the Holstein model. In gapped systems such as this we can therefore expect a threshold momentum kthres , below which excitations are suppressed,
resulting in very long relaxation times.
Using the free electron dispersion relation k = −2t0 cos(k) and ω0 = 0.75 we
arrive at kthres ≈ ±0.9, which nicely separates the momenta in Fig. 4.8 according to
their relaxation rate.
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Figure 4.8: Time evolution of momentum distribution nk . Plotted is the difference
from the time average of steady state n̄k , ∆nk = nk (t) − n̄k . The dashed lines at
kthres ≈ ±0.9 denote the window, where the free electron energy k is smaller than
the gap ω0 . Note that the colours follow a logarithmic scale.

4.5

Summary

When excited charge-carrier interacts with multiple degrees of freedom, the relaxation rate is influenced by the coupling strengths. In the case of phonons and spin
excitations in 1D, modelled with the t-J-Holstein model, the relaxation rate of kinetic energy was in the weak electron-phonon coupling regime and small exchange
coupling found to loosely follow the Matthiessen’s rule, which indicates the independence of these two relaxation channels. After fast initial decay of kinetic energy
it reached a steady state, exhibiting only small oscillations for larger charge-phonon
couplings.
On the other hand, energy deposited in each of the two subsystems continued to
change with time, flowing from the spin to the phonon subsystem for small λ and
the other way around for λ > 0.2. The latter flow was found to transfer energy from
the phonons in the vicinity of hole into the bulk in the form of magnons, spreading
outward from the hole.
The relaxation was probed also on the level of individual charge-carrier momenta
in order to provide additional insight into the dynamics. Long relaxation times were
found for momenta near dispersion minimum, while above some threshold k the
relaxation proceeded rather swiftly.
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Chapter 5
Bosonic excitations
The microscopic mechanisms of conventional superconductivity are invariably connected with phonons, bosonic excitations of the lattice, which provide a retarded
attractive interaction between charge carriers, responsible for formation of superconducting condensate.
In strongly correlated electron systems the multitude of different energy scales,
some of them with values even in the same energy range, severely complicates the
disentangling of different processes driving the observed unconventional phenomena.
If we were able to distinguish these processes, the nature and strength of interactions
between charge carriers and other degrees of freedom could be determined and thus
the strongest and likely the most relevant interactions could be pointed out.
So far the experimental studies suggest that low-energy dynamics of cuprates can
be satisfactory described in terms of quasi-particles and their coupling with bosonic
excitations. While this approach proved successful for conventional superconductors
and their phonon-mediated low-energy dynamics, the presence of strong electron
correlations, the charge-transfer mechanism, and phonon degrees of freedom obscure
the significance of each with respect to low-energy physics.
In many materials the clarification of the issue of determining the most relevant
processes is precluded by the uncertainty, whether the strongest coupling of charge
carriers is to the phonon degrees of freedom or other degrees of freedom with origin
in electronic correlations, such as excitations of the spin background.
Recently Dal Conte et al. [93] reported that bosonic degrees of freedom with
electronic origin, antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations and loop currents, are most
probably the mediators for Cooper pair formation in cuprates. Their approach
used the experimental measurements to extract the total bosonic function, which is
connected to optical conductivity via electron self energy, and determine the relative
weights of different contributions to the total bosonic function. The relative weights
are extracted with a fitting procedure in both time and frequency domain, where
they describe the time dependence with the four-temperature model.
Despite the bosonic degrees of freedom with electronic origin being pointed out as
the most probable mediators of superconducting pairing mechanism, the question
of the dominant degrees of freedom, responsible for high Tc remains unresolved,
as there exist numerous experimental indications supporting the phononic origin
scenario [94].
In Ref. [95] we proposed an alternative approach to determining the dominant
degrees of freedom, possibly simpler than the extraction of relative weights of dif69
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ferent contributions. As shown in the following sections, the relaxation times at
high excitations and/or fluences are noticeably prolonged for bosons with limited
number of excitations, such as antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, as opposed to
nearly constant relaxation times for phonons with, in principle, unlimited number
of excitations.

5.1

Saturation of local excitations

Contrary to phonons, excitations of the spin background can absorb only a limited
amount of energy per site, as each site has a bounded energy spectrum with 2S + 1
levels for spin S. If the charge carrier needs to shed off a particularly high amount
of energy, the nearby sites cannot accept all of it. Thus the relaxation slows down
as the charge carrier needs to spread its excess energy to a larger area.
For the case of S = 1/2, there is at most one spin excitation per site and thus
the slowing down of relaxation is expected when the energy density comes close to
the energy of one such excitation. It is illusory to expect that each material can
be excited to such values solely by thermal means as temperatures needed might
be close or even above the melting point of the studied matter. Instead of exciting
the whole system, only the relevant degrees of freedom can be targeted by tuning
the excitation frequency. This way a nonequilibrium state is achieved, which can
produce a large enough concentration of bosonic excitations in the vicinity of a
charge carrier to show the saturation.
The relaxation via couplings to lattice and spin degrees of freedom is usually
studied in Holstein and t-J (or Hubbard model), respectively. As each of the models
is in its essence different from the others, the saturation effect cannot be discerned
from direct comparison of relaxations within the respective models. Because we
surmise that the most important aspect of spin degrees of freedom in comparison
to phonons is the limited density of excitation, the former will be modelled in the
framework of Holstein model with an additional constraint - each site can only be
occupied by a single excitation as in the hard-core boson case. To repeat, theoretically there are no such limits for phonons, while in calculations we cut-off the
phonon spectrum at 20 excitations per site.
Investigating the relaxation time dependence on the energy density the Holstein
model in one dimension,
H = Hkin + He-ph + Hph

X
X †
X †
= −t0
eıφ(t) c†j,s cj+1,s + h.c. − g
cj,s cj,s (a†j + aj ) + ω0
aj aj ,
j,s

j

(5.1)

j

was used for phonons and hard-core bosons alike. The operator a† thus creates either
a phonon or a hard-core boson, as required. In order to elucidate the difference due
to the limit of excitations,
the parameters for both kinds of excitations are identical,
√
ω0 = 0.5t0 and g = 0.5.
To understand the effect of the saturation of local excitations on the relaxation
times, the relaxation should be followed for various initial states with different energies. For the purpose of this discussion the initial states are the bare electron
eigenstates for different momenta k with energy E = Ekin (t = 0) = −2t0 cos(k).
There are no additional changes of parameters with time, therefore the total energy
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is conserved and the starting kinetic energy is distributed between the charge carrier
and bosonic degrees of freedom - the larger the total energy of the system, the more
excited the vicinity of the charge carrier.
The first investigated probe of relaxation dynamics is the time-dependence of
the kinetic energy of the charge-carrier hHkin i(t) = Ekin (t), which is a quantity that
can be inferred also from experiments as the sum rule of optical conductivity. The
progression of relaxation of Ekin with time for different energies of the initial state is
presented in Fig. 5.1a. If the energy excitation, achieved by starting with a different
initial free electron state k, is small enough, the nature of bosonic excitations does
not influence the dynamics as is easily observed from the plot for k < 5π/8. Excitations, even smaller than those shown, are oscillating with time after the initial
fast relaxation due to the gap of the system, represented by the energy of a single
excitation ω0 , and do not overlap for phonons and hard-core bosons. However, the
initial relaxation itself can still be described with a matching relaxation time for
both cases.
On the other hand, highly excited initial states begin to show deviations between
the studied bosonic species, where the hard-core boson relaxation time is longer than
the phonon one and the difference increases monotonically with the amount of energy
the charge carrier dissipated.
After the initial relaxation a steady state is reached for all of the presented cases.
The steady-state values of kinetic energy do not depend on the type of bosons, they
reach the same value for a particular momentum k regardless of the time needed to
reach it.
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Figure 5.1: Time evolution of (a) kinetic energy Ekin (t) and (b) its difference from
its initial value ∆Ekin = Ekin (t) − Ekin (t = 0) for different initial states with their
energies determined by momenta k. Full (dashed) lines correspond to hard-core
boson (phonon) dynamics.
It is worthwhile to note that the initial decay rates of Ekin (t) overlap for all
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excitations and start to diverge only when enough energy was dissipated, as shown
in Fig. 5.1b. This is one of the first indices of saturation in the hard-core boson case
leading to prolonged relaxation.
A more quantitative analysis can be achieved with inspection of relaxation times
and their dependence on the energy density of the system. While the relaxation is
not strictly exponential it can nevertheless be approximated reasonably well as such.
Using a fitting procedure to an exponential, the relaxation times were calculated
from relaxation of kinetic energy from Fig. 5.1 and are presented in Fig. 5.2a.
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Figure 5.2: Relaxation times τHM (τHCM ) for phonons (hard-core bosons) versus
the energy difference ∆. The relaxation times τ are results of fitting the analytical
form ∆Ekin = Ae−t/τ + B to the data, presented in Fig. 5.1b. The insets shows
the energy difference ∆ for different starting states with their respective k. The
relaxation times τ are expressed in units of inverse hopping 1/t0 .
Defining the energy difference ∆ as the dissipated energy, ∆ = Ekin (t = 0)− Ēkin ,
where Ēkin is the steady state kinetic energy averaged over time, the mechanism
where increased energy leads to long relaxation times is again confirmed for hardcore bosons. Although the relaxation times for hard-core bosons are systematically
longer than phonon one, it is easier to discern the hard-core and phonon systems
by following the dependence of relaxation times on the excitation energy for large
∆. While the relaxation times for phonons show weak dependence on ∆, which
saturates for larger ∆, the initial linear dependence for hard-core bosons turns into
a pronounced increase of the relaxation times for large dissipated energy. The weak
versus strong dependence on ∆ is thus a differentiating point between boson excitations with unlimited and limited spectrum, respectively.
Although the relaxation times τ can be extracted for ∆ < 2 as well, they are
not as reliably defined due to persistent oscillations, arising as a consequence of
decreasing size of Hilbert space involved in the relaxation process. If the fitting
procedure is performed regardless of previous argument, the calculated τ do not
show markedly different dependence on ∆ in this regime.
We thus propose a scheme that the relaxation dynamics is indicative of the type
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of the bosonic excitation when a large amount of energy is dissipated into the vicinity
of charge carrier. According to the scheme, the relaxation dynamics of hard-core
bosons becomes progressively slower when a large part of the bosonic degrees of
freedom is excited. This claim is further substantiated by the time evolution of
average density of bosonic excitations nbos ,
nbos =

1 X †
h
a ai i,
L i i

(5.2)

where the average is taken over all sites, shown in Fig. 5.3. Contrary to the hardcore bosons whose largest thermal density equals nbos = 0.5 at infinite temperature,
the phonon density has no upper bound. This is reflected in plotted values, as
nbos (t) < 0.5 for all times for hard-core bosons, while the Bose-Einstein statistics
obeying phonons reach and surpass this value. Also note that the latter species
exhibits a single rate of initial rise of average density for varying k, while the former
species slows down the dynamics appreciably when nbos comes close to the infinite
temperature limit.
As in previous chapters, the oscillations of nbos for phonon case are visible and
have physical origin. Because the total energy is conserved, these oscillations need
to be counterbalanced with oscillations in interaction energy Eint = hHe-ph i as the
kinetic energies plotted in 5.1 do not show such oscillations. Systematically larger
values of nbos for phonons should also be compensated with increased interaction
energy. Not shown here, both of these requirements are met.
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Figure 5.3: Average density of bosonic excitations nbos for hard-core bosons (full
line) and phonons (dashed line) versus time for different momenta k of initial states
and correspondingly different energy differences. The average density limit of hardcore bosons at infinite temperature nbos = 0.5 is represented by the full red line.

Even more information can be obtained from the spatially resolved number of
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bosonic excitations using the charge-boson correlation function γ(j, t),
γ(j, t) = hΨ(t)|

X
i

c†i ci a†i+j ai+j |Ψ(t)i,

(5.3)

which is presented in Fig. 5.4a and Fig. 5.4b for phonons and hard-core bosons,
respectively, both for the initial state with k = π. The spread of bosonic degrees of
freedom is qualitatively the same for short times t < 5 in both cases, where around
j = 0 a polaron starts forming and at the same time a weak spread of correlation
γ(j, t) is observed with velocity near Lieb-Robinson bound for the model, equal to
free-electron velocity 2t0 just as in 4.3. As the polaron forms in time, the peak
at j gains at its intensity, while the spread of correlation from the centre outward
becomes slower and slower, corresponding with the increased effective mass of the
polaron and reduced kinetic energy.
Longer times show noticeably different picture. Phonons are characterised by a
central polaron peak and another broad peak as far away from polaron as possible,
again in accordance with [83]. Hard-core bosons, on the other hand, show a very
uniform distribution of bosonic excitations over the whole system. This points to
the charge carrier distributing its excess energy over a wider area, in this case, over
the whole system, as each site can accept only a limited amount of energy.
The main mechanism of prolonged relaxation time when the energy density is
comparable to a single excitation energy ω0 therefore originates in the saturation of
local bosonic degrees of freedom with limited spectrum, causing the charge carrier
to spread its energy to a broader area, which takes more time. Additionally, during
relaxation the charge carrier sheds the excitation energy and therefore the movement
of the charge carrier also slows down. Thus the relaxation is prolonged even further
as it takes more time for the charge carrier to spread to the same degree.
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Figure 5.4: Time dependent spatially resolved number of bosonic excitations γ(j, t)
for (a) phonons and (b) hard-core bosons after relaxation from initial state with
momentum k, both with equal colour coding. White dashed lines present the LiebRobinson bound for the velocity 2t0 .
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5.2

Multiple excitations

Although slower relaxation could help to determine the nature of bosonic excitations,
strongly coupled to charge carriers, it is usually easier in experimental setups to tune
the density of photoexcited charge carriers than their energy. The direct simulation
of varying density of photoexcited charge carriers should be done with the use of
some other method, although an approximation can be carried out even with the
single charge carrier in Holstein model.
Rather than exciting multiple charge carriers (which can be experimentally regulated via fluence), we can excite a single charge carrier multiple times with subsequent pulses. After all, if the proposed mechanism for slowing down of hard-core
boson relaxation holds, it does so independently on the origin of bosonic excitations - the only relevant parameter is the density of the local bosonic excitations. In
other words, each subsequent excitation should relax after a longer period of time for
hard-core bosons, as they come nearer to the saturation with each pulse. Relaxation
times for phonons should remain relatively unchanged.
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Figure 5.5: Kinetic Ekin and boson (phonon - Eph , hard-core boson - EHCB ) energy
versus time for ω = 0.75t0 in this particular case. Full and dashed line correspond to
hard-core boson and phonon case, respectively. Discontinuities of slopes of energies
are due to successive excitations, each adding a phase shift of π/2 to the phase of
charge-carrier hopping. Insert shows relaxation times, extracted via fitting procedure from Ekin (t) in time intervals between additional quenches. Note that the last
max
quench brings EHCB close to the limit of EHCB
= Lω0 /2 = 6ω.
Simulation of subsequent excitations, each adding a phase shift of π/2 to the
phase in the hopping parameter in Eq. 5.1 after a time delay ∆t = 25 from the
previous one, provides support for the aforementioned claim. As noticed in Fig. 5.5,
where the time evolution of kinetic energy Ekin = hHkin i and energy of bosonic
excitations Eph,HCB = hHph i are presented, the lines for kinetic energies match
rather well for the relaxation after the first excitation and begin to disagree more
with each additional excitation, mainly due to longer relaxation times for hard-core
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bosons.
A similar observation can be made for phonon Eph and hard-core boson EHCB
energies. While the shape of the former does not visibly change with additional
excitations and the relaxation time is approximately constant, the converse is true
for the latter, the plateau is reached after longer times for each subsequent excitation.
If each relaxation of kinetic energy between successive excitations is fitted with an
exponential decay, the decay times for hard-core bosons show monotonous increase
and almost no change for phonons.
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Figure 5.6: Charge-carrier particle current j(x) versus time for phonon (dashed line)
and hard-core boson (full line) case. The relaxations followed n-th excitation with
a π/2 change of phase.
The third and fourth excitation exhibit pronounced deviation from the exponential decay, an extremely fast drop of kinetic energy just at the beginning of
relaxation. This ultra short dynamics is observed also in time dependence of the
charge-carrier particle current jx ,

X
jx = −t0
eıφ(t) c†j,s cj+1,s − h.c. ,
(5.4)
j,s

and the decay time can be estimated as t ≈ 2/t0 . As shown in Fig. 5.6 the current
decays to zero in this very fast time scale even for large energy density in the hardcore boson case.
To elucidate the origin of this fast scale we first note that if the charge carrier
was free, the current would not decay at all. Therefore the decay of the current
can be attributed to the coupling of the charge carrier with bosons. Increased
density of bosonic states for subsequent pulses would therefore increase the strength
of the interaction between bosons and the charge carrier and in turn decrease the
relaxation time, which can also be seen in Fig. 5.6. The fast scale of the current
decay is therefore dictated by the charge-boson interaction and probably relates to
the exchange of charge-carrier momentum with bosonic degrees of freedom.
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Summary

Disentangling contributions of different bosonic excitations to observed dynamics
is a challenging task due to the similar energy scales of couplings. The nature of
prevailing bosonic excitations could be determined observing the relaxation times
as more and more energy is pumped into the system, either with high-energy single
excitations or multiple excitations, each with a set amount of energy.
Excitations of electronic origin have a limited energy capacity, which is reflected
in the relaxation rate when they are nearing their maximum capacity. Simulations of
hard-core bosons coupled to a highly excited electron showed that near the saturation
of boson degrees of freedom the relaxation slows down considerably, while the same
amount of energy pumped into a system with phonons does not induce significant
changes of typical relaxation times.
This effect should be independent of the way energy is introduced and thus
suggests that the fluence dependence can be a deciding factor for determining the
origin of bosons with the strongest coupling with charge-carriers.
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Let us now recapture the main findings of research, which was condensed into the
form of presented thesis, beginning with a quick review of the ultrafast relaxation
in correlated electron systems.
Many of interesting and important phenomena observed in materials are connected with strong correlations between charge carriers in the above mentioned
materials. The multitude of different energy scales present in strongly correlated
electron systems is mirrored in complex phase diagrams, where minute changes of
chemical composition and other parameters, such as temperature and pressure, bring
about drastic changes in material properties. The richness of unconventional physics
encountered in these materials presents a tough challenge for theoretical understanding as many different degrees of freedom take part in developing and dynamics of
different phases. Theoretical work is often further offset due to inconclusive data
provided by experiments, although this has drastically improved over the years.
With the advent of ultrashort laser pulses the dynamics of the system can be
followed in real time, probing even the transient phenomena after excitation of the
system. The available time resolution is short enough to discern also the dynamics,
which arise due to strong coupling of charge carriers with boson degrees of freedom,
believed to be the key to unusual properties of the systems. Unfortunately, the
origin of bosonic excitations is not as clearly determined due to similar relaxation
times of electronic and phononic excitations.
Dynamics of a system are often modelled using models, which assign temperatures to different degrees of freedom and use these to determine rates at which
changes in observables occur. On the other hand, the shortest relaxation times
observed are too short to rule out nonthermal effects, rising the question to which
extent is the thermal quasi-equilibrium approach justified. Furthermore, experiments with ultrashort laser pulses have revealed also "hidden" phases, which cannot
be reached in a thermal way.
Stages of relaxation
A prototypical relaxation in pump-probe experiments on Mott insulators utilizing
femtosecond laser pulses consists of several stages, the first one corresponding to
the prethermalization of excited photoinduced carriers. The prethermalization is
followed by the recombination of photoinduced electron-hole pairs and ultimately
the system dissipates energy to the environment, cooling down to the initial state.
The most interesting are the first two stages as they are connected with the strongest
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couplings present in the system.
Carrier relaxation
In the thesis the photoinduced carriers are modelled as bare electrons (holes) in
an excited state, which then couple to lattice and spin degrees of freedom, described
with the 1D Holstein and 1D t-J model with staggered magnetic field, respectively.
In all cases the initial relaxation is rather efficient as the kinetic energy of the charge
carrier reaches its long-time average value in approximately ten inverse hopping
times. To ensure that this fast relaxation is not limited to the photoinduced carriers,
we simulated also cases when electric field is applied to the system either for an
instant, which results in a phase quench of the hopping parameter, or over a set
period of time. The relaxation times did not change when other excitation pathways
were used.
If both spin and lattice subsystems couple to a charge carrier, the first stage
finishes in even shorter time. Although the relaxation was found to deviate from
exponential decay, it can nevertheless be satisfactory approximated as such. The
study of relaxation times for different values of J for spins and λ for phonons in
Chapter 4 revealed that a hole can dissipate its excess energy into spin degrees of
freedom almost independently of dissipation through phonons. Slight systematic
differences between the extracted relaxation times and the theoretical prediction of
Matthiessen’s rule at larger couplings J for increased λ could be partially due to the
slowing down of relaxation of the bosonic degrees of freedom near their maximum
capacity, as discussed in Chapter 5.
The effect of limited energy capacity on relaxation times was studied with the
comparison of dynamics of phonons and hard-core bosons after excitation. Increased
energy pumped into the system unfailingly prolongs the first stage of relaxation although the increase is drastic when the energy density comes close to the energy
capacity of energy-recipient bosons. The slowdown of relaxation due to saturation
was found to not depend on the exact way the energy is introduced into the system.
Both single large excitation and multiple small excitations extend the relaxation process, signifying that the relevant parameters for the relaxation time are the density
of excited bosons prior to the excitation, the energy introduced with the excitation
and the energy capacity of bosonic excitations.
Subsystem energy transfer
We used the framework of 1D t-J-Holstein model with staggered field to model
the charge carrier prethermalization, the relaxation of the kinetic energy. We also
observed a second stage of the relaxation (Chapter 4), where the phonon and spin
subsystem exchanged energy on a time scale significantly longer that the initial decay
of kinetic energy. Depending on the choice of coupling parameters used, the second
stage was characterised with decrease in phonon energy and simultaneous increase in
spin energy for λ > 0.2. If the phonons and carrier were weakly coupled, the energy
was transferred the other way around. Throughout the second state, regardless of
parameters used, kinetic energy remained close to the value achieved at the end of
the charge carrier relaxation stage, oscillating with near-phonon frequency for larger
λ.
Investigation of various correlations unveiled the microscopic picture behind the
energy exchange for λ > 0.2. After the fast initial relaxation the phonons in the
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vicinity of the hole act as an energy reservoir to generate magnons spreading out
into the system. It is expected that the whole process takes place in the area close to
the hole, as there is no direct coupling between spin and phonon degrees of freedom.
Thermalization
We have also shown that respective one-particle density matrices as well depend
only on the total energy of the system and are equal to their thermal counterparts.
They are independent on the nature of the initial state.
Electron subsystem thermalization
Further examination of the steady state obtained after the the initial chargecarrier relaxation in 1D Holstein model (Chapter 3) showed that many criteria of
thermalization were satisfied, at least to the degree expected in a finite system. Longtime averages of kinetic energy after the relaxation of an excited bare electron as well
as an electron, driven with electric field to the same initial energy of the system, were
found to almost completely coincide for all couplings. Different initial energies, on
the other hand, gave rise to differences in values of kinetic energy in the steady state.
We have also shown that respective one-particle density matrices as well depend only
on the total energy of the system and are equal to their thermal counterparts. They
are independent of the nature of the initial state. The temperature of the thermal
state was determined with comparison of averaged and thermal values of kinetic
energies.
The kinetic energy can be measured as a sum rule of optical conductivity, therefore the thermalization should be reflected also in the form of time-averaged optical conductivity once the charge-carrier has relaxed into the steady state. Indeed,
the results of nonequilibrium optical conductivity evaluated in Chapter 2 show remarkable similarities for different initial states, even though the time propagation
followed very distinct paths for each instance. The steady-state optical response
is clearly different from the ground state response, further substantiating the idea
of the thermal steady-state. Using current-current correlation function a simple
probe for thermal state was proposed, utilizing the detailed balance relation. Investigated states conform to the detailed balance relation, allowing the extraction
of effective temperature, which matched the temperature determined from thermal
values. Thus the prerequisites for thermalization were satisfied even on the level
of two-particle current-current operator and reinforce the possibility of the system
thermalizing even in the presence of gapped excitations.
Phonon subsystem thermalization
According to statistical mechanics every subsystem of a system in a microcanonical ensemble can be described with a canonical ensemble when the interaction between the subsystem and the rest are sufficiently weak.
The whole system is in a microcanonical ensemble as soon as the external driving
is switched off - the total energy is conserved. The electron subsystem was previously
shown to relax to a thermal state, therefore the phonon subsystem was expected
to do so as well. The phonon system was approximated with a set of independent
harmonic oscillators and the effective temperature was defined using the expectation
value of occupation number of each site in a thermal state. The effective temperature
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defined this way was quite uniform throughout the system with the exception of
the electron site, where increased occupation is due to the local electron-phonon
interaction.
Taking into account the interaction and subtracting non-thermal part of the occupation, this approach worked rather well for the initial state of bare electron,
while the more relevant definition of temperature from thermal values of phonon energy of the whole system gave erroneous prediction. To complicate matters further,
the inverse was true for initial state prepared with field driving. To conclude, the
phonon system in a steady state exhibits thermal properties and assigned effective
temperature matches the temperature of electron subsystem.
Limits of thermalization
Investigating different parameter regimes showed that clear signatures of thermalization are obtained only when the excitation energy is large compared to the
energy of a elementary excitation. In the case of 1D Holstein model the elementary
excitation corresponds to the phonon frequency. For the parameter used, ω0 = 2.0,
there were residual temporal oscillations present even after a long time after relaxation, indicating lack of thermalization in the studied system. Furthermore,
the eigenvalues of one-particle reduced density matrix differed from their thermal
counterparts, especially at the initial momentum, although they stayed inside the
uncertainty bounds. It might be possible to nonetheless see the relaxation to a thermal state, if the system size would be increased while keeping the energy and the
particle density constant. Needless to say, this is unreachable by the used numerical
approach.
The thermalization is therefore impeded when the number of states achievable
upholding the constraints is too small. This can be observed also when occupancy
of each of the momentum eigenstates is followed in time. In Chapter 4 momentum eigenstates with energy below the elementary excitation were found to have
extremely long, possibly infinite, relaxation times.
Unresolved puzzles
In the last part of my work I have also addressed the long standing open question
concerning the saturation of saturation of bosonic excitations with increasing fluency
or excitation energy and its influence on the relaxation dynamics. As mentioned in
Chapter 5 the relaxation was found to consist of two steps, realized as two distinct
slopes of relaxation for nearly saturated bosons. The second, slower one, corresponds
to the polaron formation, while a rapid decrease of current is characteristic for the
first step. The already fast decrease of the current, lasting only a couple of inverse
hopping times, is further shortened by the increased fluency or excitation energy.
The origin and the microscopic mechanism behind the rapid decrease remain unclear.
Another unresolved problem is the correct definition of the phonon temperature.
As we found out, to correctly describe the phonon temperature after the relaxation
from the bare electron initial state, we needed to subtract the nonthermal part of
phonons. On the other hand, we found that no subtraction is necessary if the initial
state is prepared with field driving. Thus also the extracted phonon temperatures
and the steady-state electron temperatures are different for each case, although the
system in both cases starts with the same total energy. Therefore the thermalization
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is questionable as the end temperatures differ, although difference in temperatures
for the two studied initial states might arise due to the polaron formation in the
bare electron case. Further investigation is in order.
Last but not least, in the light of the observed many signatures characteristic of
thermalization in the 1D Holstein model it would be prudent to study the thermalization also on lattices with antiferromagnetic spin ordering, which are frequently
encountered in strongly correlated electron systems. To that extent, we would compare the time-averaged values of one-particle density matrix with values at finite
temperatures in the framework of the t-J model. Unfortunately, broken full translational symmetry in bipartite lattices manifests itself in different connection between
the eigenvalues of the reduced (one-particle) density matrix and the occupation
numbers of momentum eigenstates, which leads to a more complex analysis. Addressing these problems would shed light on microscopic mechanisms of relaxation,
possibly thermalization, and contribute to our understanding of correlated electron
materials.
Closing remarks
In summary we have shown that while there are clear sings of thermalization even
in systems with gapped spectra on a finite lattice. Furthermore, some transient
states exhibit thermal character even during relaxation. It would be nevertheless
too coarse an approximation to apply equilibrium methods to the whole process
of relaxation. The first stage, charge-carrier relaxation, includes nonthermal states
and is often very fast. Still, in some cases the relaxation time can be prolonged
significantly, either due to the saturation of bosonic degrees of freedom or due to
sizeable gap in the spectrum. The observed slowing down of relaxation dynamics
near the saturation could help determine the relevant degrees of freedom in optical
spectroscopy by following the fluence depence of relaxation times.
Of course, strictly speaking our results apply only to systems in the dilute limit
in one dimension. While the general mechanisms are expected to hold even for other
dimensions and systems with increased concentration of charge carriers, the generality of claims proposed in this work will have to await experimental confirmation.
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Appendix A
Numerical methods
A.1

Limited functional space

The Hilbert space usually scales exponentially with the system size, which presents a
constraint on reachable system sizes. In order to evaluate eigenvalues and eigenstates
of a system with exact diagonalization, there are a couple of ways to reach larger
lattices. The first is to use any symmetries and conserved quantities the Hamiltonian
might exhibit, for instance translational symmetry, conservation of charge, etc.,
in order to break the Hilbert space into invariant subspaces and then do all the
calculations on subspaces of interest separately. Using only the relevant subspace
is the same as discarding the irrelevant states, both can speed up the calculations
immensely.
One can assign also other criteria to truncate the Hilbert space, for instance
determining the maximum number of phonons. Even though not as exact as discarding irrelevant symmetry subspaces, with an intelligent scheme only states with
small weight are discarded. One such scheme proposed by Bonča et al. [83] is called
EDLFS (exact diagonalization in a limited functional space). The main premise is
that all relevant states are in the vicinity of a mobile charge carrier, which suits best
any localized particles in the dilute limit.
The limited functional space (LFS) basis generation procedure is iterative and
(0)
starts with a chosen set of states {|Φi i}, often just a single state of a bare charge
carrier in a given momentum eigenstate |ki = c†k |∅i. New states are generated by
(0)
applying the system Hamiltonian Hsys to the states {|Φi i},
X

(1)

{|Φi i} =

i

(0)

H|Φi i,

(A.1)

taking care to identify all symmetry equivalent states, as shown schematically in
Fig. A.1. The next generation is produced with operation of Hsys on the states of
(1)
latest generation {|Φi i},
(n)

{|Φi i} =

X

(n−1)

H|Φi

i

i=

X
i

(0)

H n |Φi i.

(A.2)

The iteration is limited by a maximum number of steps Ngen . There are cases
when the newest generation is empty, which occurs when all the states in the Hilbert
space are exhausted. This can happen if we construct a finite system with periodic
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boundary conditions, and have an upper bound on particles and excitations on the
system.
EDLFS was first used to investigate ground state properties [83, 96] and later
successfully applied even to time dependent quantities [90, 97], both on infinite
lattice and lattice with periodic boundary conditions. Recent comparison with other
methods has found EDLFS to be very efficient and accurate when applied to dilute
systems with short-range dynamics [64].

Figure A.1: Limited functional space (LFS) generation scheme for a single charge
carrier on a finite ring for Hamiltonian Hsys for the Holstein model. The first
iteration on a starting state with a single charge carrier (green) produces three
different states, one with a phonon (red), while the other two are translations of the
parent state. The latter two are not classified as new states because the LFS scheme
assumes translational symmetry. Next iteration operates on the newly generated
state, resulting in additional three. The iteration stops when the maximum number
of steps is reached.

A.2

Lanczos algorithm

The Lanczos algorithm is an iterative procedure of procuring eigenvalues and eigenvectors of general Hermitian matrices, named after Cornelius Lanczos, who first
proposed this scheme [98]. The algorithm is in its essence a power iteration method,
obtaining the eigenvectors with continuous multiplication of a starting vector with
the same matrix.
Let us define a Hilbert space H, spanned
by orthogonal eigenvectors of N × N
P
matrix A, A|ψi i = ai |ψi i. Let |φ0 i = i γi |ψi i be a random vector in H. With each
iteration step,
A|φn i
,
|φn+1 i = p
hφn |φn i

(A.3)

the vector |φn+1 i comes closer to the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue,
due to the suppression of smaller eigenvalues after normalization. The vectors |φn i
obtained during this procedure span the Krylov subspace {|φ0 i, A|φ0 i, . . . }.
The Lanczos algorithm constructs an orthogonal basis of a Krylov subspace,
starting by multiplying an initial vector |φ0 i, usually a completely random one,
with the matrix A, and projecting the result onto two components, |φ0 i and |φ1 i,
A|φ0 i = a0 |φ0 i + b1 |φ1 i.
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The latter is orthogonal to the input vector |φ0 i and is normalized. In the next
step the vector |φ1 i is multiplied by A and decomposed into components parallel to
|φ0 i, |φ1 i and component |φ2 i, orthogonal to them both,
A|φ1 i = b01 |φ0 i + a1 |φ1 i + b2 |φ2 i.

(A.5)

As before, the vector |φ2 i is then normalized. With each additional iteration
step,
A|φn+1 i = b0n |φn−1 i + an |φn i + bn+1 |φn+1 i,
(A.6)

a new normalized vector orthogonal to all previous ones is constructed. The iteration
finishes when the Krylov subspace spans the whole Hilbert space H, an invariant
subspace of H, or is stopped when the desired number of steps M is reached. The
last step of the iteration is setting bM +1 = 0.
The matrix A, written in the obtained Krylov subspace has a tridiagonal form
and is symmetric,


a0 b 1 0 · · ·
0
0
 b 1 a1 b 2 · · ·
0
0 


 0 b 2 a2 · · ·

0
0


A =  .. .. .. . .
(A.7)
..
..  ,
. . .

.
.
.


 0 0 0 · · · aM −1 bM 
0 0 0 ···
b M aM
This can be checked manually by evaluating hφj |A|φi i for any i, j = 0, . . . , M ,
using the Hermitian properties of A and orthogonality of vectors |φi i. Using any
of the standard numerical routines to diagonalize a tridiagonal symmetric matrix,
approximate eigenvalues ˜j and corresponding eigenvectors |ψ̃j i are obtained. Although the produced eigenvectors are not exact, they nonetheless form a diagonal
matrix as they are orthogonal by construction.
Lanczos algorithm is in its essence power-based, therefore the eigenvalues with
the largest magnitude converge the fastest, be it on the lower or the upper part of
the spectrum. To obtain eigenvalues in the middle of the spectrum more iteration
steps are needed, which presents an additional challenge as each iteration introduces
additional numerical errors. These can accumulate to the point of breaking of orthogonality of Lanczos vectors |φi i. If the orthogonality is compromised, eigenvalues,
which do not approximate the ones in the original matrix, start to be produced. To
remedy these artefacts additional orthogonalizations need to be conducted during
the iteration, which makes the algorithm less cost effective.

Variants
Ground state properties
Perhaps the most obvious application of the Lanczos algorithm is calculating the
ground state |ψ0 i of a Hamiltonian H for a chosen system. As the ground state
lies on the edge of the spectrum, there are not many iterations needed to achieve
the targeted precision, which makes this a swift calculation. Once the ground state
is obtained, any static property of the ground state can be, at least in principle,
evaluated. Even more, this orthogonal states construction scheme can be used also
to study dynamic correlation functions, such as Green’s function. [99]
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Static properties
Using the Lanczos procedure the approximate lowest eigenvalue ˜0 and corresponding eigenvector |ψ̃0 i written in the Krylov subspace is obtained. Unfortunately,
the operators of interest are written in the Hilbert space H and would need to be
transformed, before one could extract their expectation values. Instead of transforming the operators it is better to write the ground state in H, using the Lanczos
vectors |φn i,
|ψ0 i =

X
n

|φn ihφn |ψ̃0 i =

X
n

vn0 |φn i,

|ψ̃0 i =

X
n

vn0 |φn i.

(A.8)

In order to lower the memory space demands, a second pass of Lanczos procedure
is done, reproducing the Lanczos vectors |φn i at some time expense and generally
greater memory saving. As a side note, the same approach can be used to obtain
also other, excited, states of the system, where slower convergence and possibility
of spurious states make the calculation more time demanding.
Dynamic properties
Often dynamic quantities are of particular interest as they can be directly measured or at least extracted from measurements. Following [35], consider one such
quantity, an autocorrelation function
C(t) = −ıhψ0 |A† (t)A|ψ0 i,
or its Fourier transform,
Z
C̃(ω) =
0

∞

+

dteıω t C(t) = hψ0 |A†

ω+

(A.9)

1
A|ψ0 i,
+ 0 − H

(A.10)

where ω + = ω + ıη, η > 0 ∈ R in order to offset the poles into the complex plane
[10].
The first step to evaluating the transformed autocorrelation function C(ω) is the
Lanczos procedure with normalized vector,
|φ0 i = p

A|ψ0 i

hψ0 |A† A|ψ0 i

,

(A.11)

as the input vector, instead of a random one. As citeHeine showed, the equation
Eq. A.10 can be rewritten as an continued fraction,
hψ0 |A† A|ψ0 i

C(ω) =
ω+

+ 0 − a0 −

ω+

b21

,

(A.12)

b22
+ 0 − a1 − +
ω + 0 − a2 − . . .

where an and bn are the coefficients produced during Lanczos algorithm for starting
vector |φ0 i. There are various valid options of terminating the continued fraction bM +1 = 0 is used in this work.
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µn ,

The spectral function C(ω) = − π1 ImC̃(ω) is uniquely determined by its moments
Z

∞

dω n C(ω),

µn =

(A.13)

−∞

for n = 0, . . . , ∞. Using a bit of complex analysis and approximate eigenstates |ψ̃j i,
obtained by Lanczos method, starting with |φ0 i as defined in Eq. A.11, the moments
can be evaluated directly,
µn =hψ0 |A† (H − 0 )l A|ψ0 i
=
=

M
X

n=0
M
X
n=0

hψ0 |A† |ψ̃n ihψ̃n | (H − 0 )l |ψ̃n ihψ̃n |A|ψ0 i
hψ0 |A† |ψ̃n ihψ̃n |A|ψ0 i (˜n − 0 )l .

(A.14)

All moments µn , n ≤ M are exact cite[3]. Likewise, one can follow the propagation
of C(t), defined in Eq. A.9, by time evolving the states |ψ̃j i as
C(t) = − ıhψ0 |eıHt A† e−ıHt A|ψ0 i
=−ı
=−ı

M
X
n=0

M
X
n=0

hψ0 |eı0 t A† |ψ̃n ihψ̃n |e−ıHt |ψ̃n ihψ̃n |A|ψ0 i
hψ0 |A† |ψ̃n ihψ̃n |A|ψ0 ie−ı(˜n −0 )t .

Finite temperature properties
At T > 0 the system is thermally excited, showing finite probability to be measured
in an excited state. If T  1, such excitations are rare and the ground state
properties are a good approximation for the system properties. Finite temperature
Lanczos method (FTLM), proposed by Jaklič and Prelovšek [35], lifts this limit and
in principle allows evaluation of static and dynamic observables for systems at any
T.
Static properties
For a closed system at finite T , the thermal expectation value hAiT of an operator
A is obtained by averaging over all the states in the canonical ensemble,
hAiT = Z −1

N
X
hn|e−βH A|ni,
n

Z=

N
X
n

hn|e−βH |ni,

(A.15)

where orthonormal states |ni form the basis of the Hilbert space and β = 1/T . The
eigenvectors |ψn i also form a complete basis of the same Hilbert space. Using the
completeness identity
M
X
|ψn ihψn | = 1,
(A.16)
m
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the Eq. A.15 is transformed into
hAiT =Z

−1

N X
M
X
hn|ψm ihψm |e−βH A|ni
n

m

N X
M
X
hn|ψm ie−βm hψm |A|ni,
=Z −1

Z=

(A.17)

n
m
N
M
XX
n

m

|hn|ψm i|2 e−βm .

Lanczos method can be utilized again on states |ni to produce approximate eigenvaln
ues ˜nm and eigenstates |ψ̃m
i and thus enable the evaluation of hAiT . If M = N − 1,
the whole Hilbert space is exhausted by the iteration and the calculation is exact,
while very accurate results are obtained also for significantly smaller number of
iteration steps, M  N .
The other system size limiting factor is the summation over the basis set |ni Jaklič and Prelovšek [35] used the random sampling approach similar to Monte Carlo
methods, hard to justify rigorously but providing an estimate on errors produced.
Instead of sampling over the whole Hilbert space basis, the sum over n in Eq. A.17
runs over R randomly generated states |ri i,
X
|ri i =
βn |ni.
(A.18)
n

The approximate expectation value hAr iT ,
hAiT =Z
Z=

−1

R X
M
X

n
m
R
M
XX
n

m

hrn |ψm ie−βm hψm |A|rn i,

|hrn |ψm i|2 e−βm ,

differs from exact, for the case of commuting A and H, by the estimate
hAr iT − hAiT = O(1/RZ̄),

(A.19)

where R is the number of randomly generated states in the sample and Z̄ is the
effective number of states present at chosen β,
X
Z̄ = eβ0
hn|e−βH |ni.
(A.20)
n

The statistical
error of using the random
√
√ sampling is expected to scale as much as
O = 1/ N R at high T and as O = 1/ R for low T.
For a completely general A the expected error is increased by the offdiagonal
elements and therefore it is advised to test the method per case basis.
Dynamic properties
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The approach presented above can be expanded to study the short time dynamics
at T > 0, for instance the expectation value of correlation function
hB(t)Ai = Z

−1

N
X
n

−βH +ıHt

hn|e

e

Be

−ıHt

A|ni,

N
X
Z=
hn|e−βH |ni.

(A.21)

n

As before the completeness identity is employed,
hAiT =Z

−1

=Z −1

N X
M X
M
X
n
m
l
N
M
M
XXX
n

=Z −1

n

Z=

N X
M
X
n

m

l

N X
M X
M
X

m

m

l

hn|e(−β+ıt)H |ψl ihψl |B|ψm ihψm |e−ıHt A|ni
hn|ψl ie(−β+ıt)l hψl |B|ψm ie−ım t hψm |A|ni
e−βl eı(l −m )t hn|ψl ihψl |B|ψm ihψm |A|ni,

(A.22)

|hn|ψm i|2 e−βm .

In order to solve Eq. A.22 the Lanczos iteration is used twice, for the starting vectors
|ni and A|ni, resulting in two sets of eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs. Once again the
calculation becomes useful only when M  N Lanczos vectors are used and random
sampling is applied.
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Appendix B
Nonequilibrium optical linear
response
B.1

Linear response theory

If the system with Hamiltonian H0 is perturbed with α(t)H 0 , the states of the
system, represented by the density matrix ρ, follow the von Neumann equation,
ı

∂ρ
= [H0 + α(t)H 0 , ρ].
∂t

(B.1)

Transforming the wave functions and operators into the interaction picture (denoted
by index I) gives
|ψI (t)i = eıH0 t |ψ(t)i,

O(t) = eıH0 t O(t)e−ıH0 t ,
dρI (t)
= [α(t)HI0 (t), ρI (t)].
ı
dt

(B.2)

If the perturbation α(t) is weak, the density matrix ρI (t) is only slightly altered
from the unperturbed one ρ0I (t),
ρI (t) = ρ0I (t) + ρ0I (t) + O(α(t)2 ).

(B.3)

With this approximation and observation that in the interaction picture ρ0I (t) is time
independent, the von Neumann equation can be expressed as
ı

dρ0 I (t)
= [α(t)HI0 , ρ0 (t)],
dt

(B.4)

where only the lowest order in α(t) is left.
The expectation value of an observable O in a perturbed system can be split into
two parts,
hOit = Tr(ρ(t)O) = Tr(ρ0 (t)O) + Tr(ρ0 (t)O)
= hOit,0 + hOit,δ ,
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where the first term on the right corresponds to the unperturbed system and the second to the response on the perturbation α(t)H 0 . The second term can be evaluated
with the use of von Neumann equation in the interaction picture Eq. B.4,

Tr(ρ1 (t)O) = Tr e−ıH0 t ρ0 I (t)eıH0 t O(t)
= Tr (ρ0 I (t)OI (t))
Z t

dt0 Tr [α(t)HI0 (t0 ), ρ0I (t)]OI (t)
= −ı
−∞
Z t

dt0 α(t0 )Tr ρ0I (t0 )[OI (t), HI0 (t0 )]
= −ı
−∞
Z t
dt0 α(t0 )h[OI (t), HI0 (t0 )]it,0 ,
(B.6)
= −ı
−∞

where ρ0I (t0 ) = ρ0I (t) by construction.
The response of the system ∆hOit = hOit − hOit,0 is therefore expressed in the
linear order of the force α(t0 ) as
Z t
dt0 α(t0 )χOH 0 (t, t0 ),
(B.7)
∆hOit =
−∞

where the response function χOH 0 (t, t0 ) was introduced as
χOH 0 (t, t0 ) = ıθ(t − t0 )h[HI0 (t0 ), OI (t)]it,0 .

(B.8)

This connection was first presented by Kubo [55] and is accordingly named Kubo
formula.

B.2

Numerical implementation

The crux of this method
R t 0 is 0the numerical evaluation of the time integral of the
response function tp dt χ(t, t ). Calculations done in this work implement the procedure described in Ref. [58].
Numerical calculations are based on iterative unitary time transformation of the
starting wave function |Ψ(0)i in finite intervals ∆t,
|Ψ(t + ∆t)i = e−ıH(t)∆t |Ψ(t)i.

(B.9)

From the definition of χ(t, t0 ) (Eq. 2.15) follows


0
0
χ(t, t0 ) = 2I hΨ(tp )|eıH(t−tp ) je−ıH(t−t ) je−ıH(t −tp ) |Ψ(tp )i


0
= 2I hΨ(t)|je−ıH(t−t ) j|Ψ(t0 )i
!
N
−1
Y
−ıH(tn )∆t
0
= 2I hΨ(t)|j
e
j|Ψ(t )i ,
n=0

where tn = t0 + n∆t and N = (t − t0 )/∆t. As the wave functions are numerically
evaluated at discrete points in time, the integral cannot be calculated exactly. Instead it is divided into the same finite intervals and approximated with the rectangle
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rule,
Z

t
0

0

dt χ(t, t ) =
tp

=

N
−1 Z ∆t
X
m=0
N
−1
X

dt00 χ(t, tm + t00 )

0

∆tχ(t, tm )

m=0

= 2I

hΨ(t)|j

N
−1 N
−1
X
Y

!
e−ıH(tn )∆t j|Ψ(tm )i

m=0 n=m

= 2I (hΨ(t)|j|S(tN −1 )i) ,
|S(tl )i =

l Y
l
X

e−ıH(tn )∆t j|Ψ(tm )i.

m=0 n=m

The state |S(tl )i follows the recursion,
|S(tl )i = e−ıH(tl )∆t (|Ψ(tl )i + |S(tl−1 )i) ,
obtained by factoring out the common factor in S(tl ), the latest time propagation
step l. The recursion stops with |S(t−1 )i = 0. Each step of recursion includes
unitary time propagation, which, adding the time propagation of |Ψ(t)i, leads to two
unitary
needed for each time instant. Each time step the integral
R t 0 transformations
0
dt χ(t, t ) is evaluated in order to apply the Fourier transform, as defined in
tp
Eq. 2.16.
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Thermalization
C.1

Thermal coherent states

The eigenstates of displaced harmonic oscillator are the coherent states |α, ni, where
α denotes the displacement of the eigenstate with n phonons. Coherent states are
obtained from the non-shifted oscillator state by the displacement operator D(α),
|α, ni = D(α)|ni.

(C.1)

Thermal coherent states can be defined in multiple ways [100], one of those is with
the density matrix ρtc
1
1
†
Z = Tre−βωn =
,
(C.2)
ρtc = D(α)e−βωa a D† (α);
Z
1 − e−βω
where the partition function Z is easily evaluated using the cyclic property of the
trace. The evaluation of the average number of phonons starts as

hnph i = Tr ρtc a† a

1 
†
= Tr D(α)e−βωa a D† (α)a† a
Z

1 
†
= Tr e−βωa a D† (α)a† aD(α) ,
Z
where once again the cyclic property of the trace was used in the last line. As the
displacement operator is self-adjoint, the equation can be expanded as

1 
†
hnph i = Tr e−βωa a D† (α)a† D(α)D† (α)aD(α) .
(C.3)
Z
As unitary transformation of creation a† (annihilation a) operator with D(α) results
in
D† (α)aD(α) = a + α
D† (α)a† D(α) = a† + ᾱ,
the evaluation of hnph i can be further manipulated as

1 
†
hnph i = Tr e−βωa a (a† + ᾱ)(a + α)
Z

1 
1
†
= Tr e−βωa a a† a + |α|2 Tr(e−βω ).
Z
Z
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In the last line the terms linear in a and a† disappear as they do not conserve
phonon number and thus vanish with trace. Finally, the average phonon number for
a thermal coherent state is composed of two parts, the first, hnith , corresponding to
average phonon number of a non-shifted oscillator,

1 
1
†
hnith = Tr e−βωa a a† a = βω
,
(C.4)
Z
e −1
and the second, n0 , represents the zero temperature contribution due to displacement
1
Z
n0 = |α|2 Tre−βω = |α|2 = |α|2 .
Z
Z
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Razširjeni povzetek
Pomembna odkritja, kot je odkritje visokotemperaturnih superprevodnikov [2], so
pokazala, da opis materialov z neodvisnimi (kvazi)delci ne pojasni opaženih nenavadnih lastnosti snovi. Visokotemperaturni superprevodniki so del skupine močno
koreliranih elektronskih materialov, v katerih moramo za pravilno razlago faznih
diagramov upoštevati močno Coulombovo sklopitev med elektroni. Nekonvencionalne lastnosti koreliranih elektronskih materialov so posledica krhkega ravnovesja
v tekmovanju med potenicalno in kinetično energijo.
V oksidih prehodnih elementov so elektroni v nezapolnjenih d- in f-orbitalah
izrazito lokalizirane narave, kar je posledica znatnega odboja med elektroni na istih orbitalah. Poleg paralelne ureditve spinov elektronov na istem atomu zaradi
Hundove sklopitve se elektroni magnetno uredijo tudi med atomi zaradi izmenjalnih interakcij. Tako se direktna izmenjevalna interakcija med elektroni kisika in
elektroni prehodnega elementa odraža v feromagnetni ureditvi, superizmenjevalna
interakcija med sosednjimi ioni prehodnega elementa pa v antiferomagnetni ureditvi. Hibridizacija orbital kisika in bakra v kupratih privede do nove energijske skale,
do “charge-transfer” mehanizma, kjer se tvori nizko energijsko stanje, v literaturi
poznano kot Zhang-Rice singlet. [23]
Za teoretično obravnavo močno koreliranih sistemov se pogosto uporabljajo poenostavitve. Običajna je poenostavitev v obliki minimalnih modelov, ki kljub preprostosti zaobjamejo glavne značilnosti elektronskih korelacij in privedejo do pojavov,
opaženih v eksperimentih. Med bolj znane modele koreliranih sistemov prištevamo
enopasovni Hubbardov model,
 X
X  †
HHub = Hkin + HU = −
tij cj,s ci,s + h.c. +
U ni↑ ni↓ ,
(6.6)
i

hiji,s

ki predstavlja razširitev Hamiltonovega operatorja elektronov v približku tesne vezi
Hkin z odbojno interakcijo z močjo U na dvojno zasedenem mestu mreže. Čeprav
kuprate bolje opiše tropasovni Hubbardov model, pri nizkih temperaturah zaradi
prisotnosti Zhang-Rice singleta zadošča enopasovni. Za Zhang-Rice singlet lahko
efektivni model, znan kot model t-J, predstavimo kot
i
X h
X
1
Ht-J = −
tij (1 − ni,−s )c†i,s cj,s (1 − nj,−s ) + h.c. + J
(Si · Sj − ni nj ), (6.7)
4
hiji,s

hiji

kjer je Si spinski operator za lokaliziran spin na mestu i. Prvi del modela s projektorji (1−ni,−s ) prepoveduje dvojno zasedenost, drugi del pa odraža antiferomagnetno
ureditev, značilno za te materiale. Model t-J se lahko izpelje tudi iz enopasovenega
Hubbardovega modela v limiti močne sklopitve, t  U , iz česar za parameter izmenjalne interakcije sledi J = 4t2 /U .
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Poleg interakcije z ostalimi elektroni je v trdni snovi pogosta tudi sklopitev elektronov z mrežnimi nihanji, fononi. Fononi in elektroni lahko tvorijo kvazidelce
polarone in, če so slednji lokalizirani zaradi močne sklopitve, jih lahko opišemo z
uporabo Holsteinovega Hamiltonovega operatorja,

X  †
X †
X †
HHol = −
tij cj,s ci,s + h.c. − g
cj,s cj,s (a†j + aj ) + ω0
aj aj .
(6.8)
j,s

hiji,s

j

Jakost sklopitve g določa obseg polarona, toda pogosteje je obseg izražen s pomočjo
brezdimenzijskega parametra λ (v eni dimenziji λ = g 2 /2ω0 t0 ).
Čeprav so na videz preprosti, so omenjeni modeli analitično rešljivi le v nekaterih
primerih. Tako so točne rešitve Hubbardovega modela znane le v eni dimenziji. Za
splošno reševanje modelov je tako potrebno uporabiti numerične metode. Tudi z
uporabo numerike je reševanje zaradi nagle rasti Hilbertovega prostora z velikostjo
sistema precej težavno, zato se je razvilo mnogo numeričnih metod, vsaka s svojimi
prednostmi in slabostmi. V disertaciji uporabljamo metodo točne diagonalizacije, ki
ne uvaja nobenih dodatnih približkov. Glavna slabost metode je omejena možnost
reševanja velikih sistemov, vendar se s primerno izbiro baznih stanj lahko to pomankljivost nekoliko zaobide. Za probleme, v katerih je ključna okolica nosilcev naboja,
so Bonča et al. [83] pokazali, da je iterativna generacija baznih stanj z večkratno
uporabo Hamiltonovega operatorja zelo učinkovita, zato smo jo uporabili tudi v
diseraciji.
Neravnovesni optični linearni odziv
Lastnosti snovi lahko preiskujemo tudi s pomočjo laserske svetlobe, pri čemer trajanje obsevanja določa količino informacij, ki jih lahko razberemo. Če je obsevanje
dolgo v primerjavi s tipičnimi časovnimi skalami v snovi, razberemo le povprečen
časovni odziv. Za preiskovanje močno koreliranih materialov in njihove dinamike
je bil ključen razvoj ultrahitrih laserskih virov, ki tvorijo pulze z dolžino od nekaj
femtosekund do nekaj sto femtosekund. V optični spektroskopiji je običajna črpalnotestna postavitev, pri kateri preiskovani vzorec najprej vzbudijo s črpalnim laserskih
pulzom, z določenim časovnim razmakom pa beležijo spremembe odbojnosti s šibkejšim testnim pulzom. Sprememba odbojnosti je tesno povezana s spremembo
dielektričnosti in s tem optične prevodnosti σ(ω),
j(ω) = σ(ω)E(ω),

(6.9)

ki podaja zvezo med električnim poljem E in odzivom materiala v obliki električnega
toka j pri različnih frekvencah ω. Efekt elektromagnetnega polja na elektrone lahko
v Hamiltonov operator uvedemo s pomočjo Peierlsove zamenjave, kjer prekrivalnemu
integralu tij pripišemo dodatno fazo,
tij → tij eıθ ;

θ = eA(t)Rij ,

(6.10)

kjer je e naboj, Rij vektor od začetnega i do končnega j mesta mreže in A(t) =
Rt
− −∞ dt0 E(t0 ) časovno odvisni vektroski potencial polja.
V okviru teorije linearnega odziva se nato ravnovesna optična prevodnost izračuna s pomočjo Fourierove transformacije časovno odvisne optične prevodnosti σ(t)


Z s
e2
0
0
σ(t) =
hτ it,0 −
ds χ(s ) ,
(6.11)
V
0
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kjer sta pričakovana vrednost napetostnega tenzorja hτ it,0 in χ(s),
χ(s) = ıθ(s)h[jp,I (t), jp,I (t − s)]it,0 ,

(6.12)

izračunana za stanje nezmotenega sistema ob času s po vzbuditvi sistema s testnim
pulzom. Operator jp,I (t) je operator toka delcev v interakcijski sliki ob času t.
Prehod na neravnovesje je precej enostaven, saj je potrebno odziv izračunati le
za različne čase vzbuditve tp . Večji problem predstavlja Fourierove transformacija,
saj jo lahko izvedemo na več načinov. V delu sledimo definiciji iz ref. [58],
Z tmax
dseıωs σ(tp + s, tp ),
(6.13)
σ(ω, tp ) =
0

ki pravilno upošteva kavzalnost. Za realni del tako definirane optične prevodnosti
σ(ω, tp )0 še vedno velja vsotno pravilo,
Z ∞
πe2
dωσ 0 (ω, tp ) =
hτ itp .
(6.14)
V
−∞
Sled napetostnega tenzorja hτ itp je v modelih, kjer je v približku tesne vezi prekrivanje znatno le med sosednjimi orbitalami, povezana s kinetično energijo sistema.
Optična prevodnost v 1D Holsteinovem modelu
Metodo izračuna neravnovesne optične prevodnosti smo aplicirali na primeru
enega elektrona v Holsteinovem modelu v eni dimenziji (tij = t0 ), točneje na mreži
s 16 mesti in periodičnimi robnimi pogoji. Ker nas je zanimal potek relaksacije po
vzbuditvi sistema smo izbrali parametra λ = 0.5t0 in ω0 = 0.75t0 v območju, znotraj
katerega fluktuacije v stacionarnem stanju izginejo v termodinamski limiti [64].
V eksperimentih laserski pulz v materialu inducira pare elektron-vrzel ali pa
vpliva na že obstoječe nosilce naboja. Za lažjo primerjavo z eksperimenti smo izbrali dve vrsti začetnih stanj - prvo vrsto (i-Q) predstavljajo prosti nosilci naboja z
določeno kinetično energijo, kar ustreza situaciji, kjer so bili nosilci naboja fotoinducirani; drugo vrsto (f-Q) začetnih stanj pa dobimo s tem, da na nosilec naboja v
osnovnem stanju delujemo toliko časa, da sistem doseže željeno energijo. Kot kaže
slika 6.1, postanejo kinetične energije različnih stanj z enako skupno energijo sistema
v času t ≈ 10τ , τ = 1/t0 , neločljive, po drugi strani pa se kinetične energije različnih
stanj z različno skupno energijo razlikujejo za vse čase t > 10τ .
Ker je kinetična energija preko vsotnega pravila povezana z optično prevodnostjo,
ujemanje kinetičnih energij nakazuje tudi ujamenje optičnih prevodnosti pri enaki
energiji sistema. To z lahkoto preverimo s pomočjo slike 6.2. Opazimo lahko, da
so na začetku časovni izseki realnega dela optične prevodnosti σ 0 znatno drugačni,
vendar sčasoma zavzamejo skoraj identično obliko za obe vrsti začetnih stanj.
Zaključek, da v stacionarnem stanju opazimo enake vrednosti kinetične energije
za sisteme z enako celotno energijo, neodvisno od točnega začetnega stanja, nas lahko
spomni na termalizacijo. S konceptom termalizacije se ujemajo tudi opažene razlike
v kinetičnih energijah pri različnih energijah celotnega sistema. Tudi podobnost
med časovnima povprečjema med stanjem i-Q in stanjem f-Q za daljše čase pokrepi
domnevo, da je stacionarno stanje enako za obe stanji z enako energijo. Če torej
predpostavimo, da je stacionarno stanje termično, lahko sistemu pripišemo tudi
določeno temperaturo.
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Slika 6.1: Časovni razvoj kinetične energije Ekin za različna začetna stanja. a)
Časovni razvoj stanj f-Q in i-Q, vzbujenih do skupne energije sistema Esys = 2t0 . b)
Časovni razvoj stanj f-Q, vzbujenih do različnih skupnih energij sistema. Vložek v
b) prikazuje definicijo začetnega časa za stanja f-Q. Vzeto iz [65].
Za določanje elektronske efektivne temperature uporabimo korelacijsko funkcijo
C(t, tp ),
C(t, tp ) = hjp,I (t)jp,i (tp )i,
(6.15)
kjer zopet nastopa operator toka delcev jp,I ob dveh različnih časih. Korelacijsko
funkcijo lahko transformiramo v frekvenčni prostor, C(ω, tp ), pri čemer to opravimo
na enak način kot v enačbi 6.13.
V toplotnem ravnovesju je C(ω, tp ) povezana z regularnim delom realne kompo0
nente optične prevodnosti σref
prek enačbe
0
σreg
=

1 − e−βω
C(ω).
ω

(6.16)

Poleg tega v toplotnem ravnovesju velja še detajlno ravnovesje
C(ω) = eβω C(−ω),

(6.17)

kar lahko uporabimo kot kriterij za termalizacijo. Točen kriterij, ki ga uporabimo, je
še nekoliko drugačen - enačbo detajlnega ravnovesja nekoliko predelamo in dobimo
Rdb (ω) = log(C(−ω)/C(ω)) = −βω.

(6.18)

Če izračunamo pričakovano vrednost funkcije Rdb (ω) in je njena frekvenča odvisnost
linearna, lahko iz vrednosti odvoda razberemo efektivno temperaturo. Rezultati
tega postopka za 1D Holsteinov model so predstavljeni na sliki 6.3, iz katere lahko
razberemo, da je stanje po kriteriju približno termično. Odstopanja od linearne
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Slika 6.2: Časovni izseki realnega dela optične prevodnosti σ 0 za različne čase za a)
i-Q in b) f-Q vrsto začetnih stanj. Negativne vrednosti za kratke čase v a) ustrezajo
pozitivnim vrednostim kinetične energije in izpolnjujejo vsotno pravilo. S sivo sta
označeni časovni povprečji prek intervala [50τ ,100τ ]. Vzeto iz [65].
zveze so večja pri |ω| > 3, kar je povezano z majhno numerično natančnostjo pri teh
frekvencah Opazimo lahko tudi, da skozi celoten časovni razvoj stanja f-Q Rdb (ω)
kaže približno linearno odvisnost, kar nakazuje, da so tudi vmesna stanja približno
termična. Nasprotno velja za stanja i-Q, ki na začetku relaksacije kažejo močna
odstopanja od ravnovesnega značaja. Podobno smo ugotovili tudi za 2D in 1D
model t-J, torej da sčasoma stanja postanejo čedalje bolj termalna, ne glede na
vrsto začetnega stanja.
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Slika 6.3: Časovni izseki Rdb (ω) pri časovnem razvoju stanj b) f-Q in d) i-Q.
Zaključimo lahko, da relaksacija vzbujenih nosilcev naboja v 1D Holsteinovem
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modelu in modelu t-J zadošča nekaterim pogojem za termalizacijo, vendar je potrebno to še dodatno in bolj rigorozno potrditi.
Termalizacija
Sodeč po referenci [74] termalizacijo lahko razdelimo na štiri ločene korake - relaksacija začetnega stanja se mora zaključiti z ravnovesjem, ravnovesno stanje ne sme
biti odvisno od začetnega stanja sistema, ravnovesno stanje ne sme biti odvisno od
začetnega stanja okolice sistema in ravnovesno stanje mora biti opisano z kanoničnim ansamblom. Iz izračunov neravnovesne optične prevodnosti in njenega vsotnega
pravila smo ugotovili, da po relaksaciji res nastopi ravnovesno stanje, ki ni odvisno
od začetnega stanja za vse pregledane primere. Zadnji kriterij smo izpolnili nekoliko
površno, zato poizkusimo ugotoviti, ali je kočno stanje res termično še na drugačen
način.
Optična prevodnost je direktno povezana z elektronskim podprostorom, zato
najprej predstavimo postopek, kako ta podprostor opišemo. Če gostostno matriko
sistema povprečimo čez vse neelektronske prostostne stopnje, dobimo reducirano gostostno matriko. Z reducirano gostotno matriko lahko izvrednotimo vse povprečne
vrednosti, ki vsebujejo samo elektronske operatorje. Podobno lahko gostotno matriko povprečimo čez vse prostostne stopnje, izvzamemo le en elektron - tako pridobimo enodelčno gostotno matriko, ki omogoča izračun vseh enodelčnih operatorjev.
V preiskovanem sistemu 1D Holsteinovega modela z enim elektronom sta reducirana
in enodelčna gostotna matrika enaki.
Lastne vrednosti enodelčne gostotne matrike v translacijsko invariantnih sistemih ustrezajo zasedenostim lastnih stanj sistema z dobro določenim momentom
nk = hc†k ck i. Zasedenosti nk smo izvrednotili s pomočjo Fourierove transformacije
pričakovanih vrednosti hc†j ci i, saj so slednje bistveno lažje dostopne v okviru uporabljene metode točne diagonalizacije. Podobno kot za optično prevodnost, tudi za
nk velja vsotno pravilo, ki povezuje nk s kinetično energijo, podobno kot pri optični
prevodnosti,
Ekin = −2t0 cos(k)nk .
(6.19)
Z uporabo FTLM metode, ki sta jo uvedla Jaklič in Prelovšek [35], lahko izračunamo povprečne vrednosti operatorjev v toplotnem ravnovesju pri končnih temperaturah. Mi smo metodo uporabili za izračun termičnih vrednosti zasedenosti
ntherm
, ki smo jih nato primerjali z vrednostmi, ki jih sistem zasede po daljšem času
k
od vzbuditve. Primerjali smo vrednosti nk , dobljene za različna začetna stanja pri
energiji sistema Esys = 2t0 , in ntherm
, pri temperaturi T = 0.68, za katero se terk
mična vrednost kinetične energije ujema s časovnim povprečjem, in ugotovili, da se
skoraj prekrivajo (glej sliko 6.4).
Ta ugotovitev je podkrepila našo hipotezo, da je stacionarno stanje res termično,
hkrati pa smo elektronskemu podsistemu v stacinarnemu stanju določili tudi temperaturo. Nato smo dobljeno temperaturo primerjali z efektivno temperaturo določeno iz Rdb (ω) pri več vrednostih skupne energije sistema, kjer smo spoznali, da
sta temperaturi v okviru numeričnih napak enaki, kar še dodatno potrdi vrednost
enostavnega kriterija za določitev termičnosti stanja Rdb (ω). Predvidevamo, da bi
kriteriji, osnovani na principu detajlnega ravnovesja, podali pravilne rezultate tudi
za druge spremenljivke, vendar bi bilo to potrebno še preveriti.
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Slika 6.4: Primerjava časovno povprečenih lastnih vrednosti enodelčne gostotne matrike ρele
kk = nk za stanja i-Q in f-Q z lastnimi vrednostmi termične gostotne matrike
pri T = 0.68, kjer se ujemata termična in časovno povprečena kinetična energija.
Vzeto iz [65].
Na žalost ne moremo trditi, da se relaksacija zaključi z identičnim termičnim
stanjem za začetna stanja z enako energijo sistema kar za vse možne izbire parametrov in začetnih pogojev. Računsko smo omejeni s številom fononov, ki jih lahko
obravnavamo v sistemu, zato niso dostopne visoko energetske vzbuditve sistema in
velike λ. Po drugi plati imajo vzbuditve z majhno vzbuditveno energijo glede na
frekvenco fononov zaradi omejenega števila generiranih fononov manjšo kvantno dekoherenco, kar zavira termalizacijo. Kljub temu so naši rezultati precej zanesljivi za
λ ∈ [0.2t0 , 0.8t0 ] in ω = 0.75t0 , saj smo preverili, da efekti končne velikosti sistema
ne vplivajo znatno na izid relaksacije.
Doseženo toplotno ravnovesje v elektronskem podsistemu ustreza dognanju, da
je termičen vsak podsistem mikrokanoničnega sistema, šibko sklopljen z okolico. Na
podlagi te misli smo preiskali še drugi del sistema, fononske prostostne stopnje, za
začetno stanje i-Q. Fonone v sistemu smo naivno obravnavali kot neodvisne harmonske oscilatorje in smo vsakemu mestu mreže posebej pripisali efektivno temperaturo
T , ki je ustrezala povprečni vrednosti števila fononov na tem mestu hnph i,
hnph i =

1
eω/Teff

−1

.

(6.20)

Izkazalo se je, da je tako definirana temperatura skoraj enaka po vseh mestih mreže
in ustreza temperaturi elektrona. Izjema je mesto, na katerem je elektron, kjer je
število fononov večje zaradi interakcije. Efekt interakcije smo upoštevali v kontekstu
premaknjenega termičnega harmonskega oscilatorja,
hnph i = n0 + hnith ,

(6.21)

kjer je del števila fononov n0 prisoten že pri T = 0 in ni odvisen od temperature. Ko
smo določili temperaturo iz termičnih vzbuditev še za to mesto mreže, se je prav tako
ujemala z ostalimi temperaturami. Vse efektive temperature smo zato povprečili in
tako dobili temperaturo fononskega sistema, ki se je za daljše čase dobro ujemala s
temperaturo elektronskega podsistema.
Tako definirana fononska temperatura se nepričakovano ni ujemala z elektronsko
za stanja f-Q. V tem primeru je ujemanje bistveno boljše, če temperaturo fononskega
sistema določimo iz primerjave števila fononov v celem sistemu, torej brez odštevanja
števila n0 , enkrat dobljeno iz časovnega povprečja in drugič iz povprečja pri končni
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temperaturi. Bistvena razlika med stanji i-Q in f-Q je v tem, da v prvem primeru
na začetku poteče formacija polarona, v drugem primeru pa je polaron prisoten že
od začetka. Ta razlika lahko igra glavno vlogo pri razliki v fononskih temperaturah, vsekakor pa je možno tudi, da je katerakoli od definicij fononske temperature
napačna, lahko tudi obe. Verjetno je tudi, da fononski sistem ni termaliziral in koncepta temperature ne moremo uporabiti. Vsekakor je potrebno opraviti še kakšno
raziskavo na to temo, preden lahko postavimo zanesljivo hipotezo.
Časovne skale relaksacije
V tipičnem črpalno-testnem eksperimentu relaksacija poteka na več različnih časovnih skalah. Pri izolatorjih Mott-Hubbardovega tipa prva, izjemno hitra, določa
vzpostavitev fotoinduciranega kovinskega značaja. Sledi ji druga, ki je dolga nekaj
10 fs in je povezana z lokalizacijo nosilcev naboja. Za tem se nosilci naboja v nekaj
100 fs rekombinirajo, pri čemer se sproščena energija razporedi po sistemu in odda
v okolje na še daljši časovni skali.
Uporabili smo model t-J-Holstein, združujoč Holsteinov model in model t-J - tako
zgrajen Hamiltonov operator vsebuje tako antiferomagnetno spinsko ozadje kot tudi
sklopitev nosilcev naboja s fononi. Model t-J-Holstein lahko v drugi kvantizaciji
zapišemo kot
H = Hkin + HJ + Hh + He-ph + Hph ,
i
X
Xh †
H = −t0
c̃i,s c̃i+1,s + h.c. + J
Si · Si+1
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X
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kjer je nhi = 1 − s c̃†i,s c̃i+1,s število projeciranih vrzeli na mestu i. Izmenično polje
h smo vključili, da bi preprečili ločitev naboja in spina, ki je drugače prisotna v eni
dimenziji, in se tako približali dinamiki v dveh dimenzijah. Izbrali smo parametre
J = 0.3t0 , h = 0.21t0 , ω0 = t0 , λ = g 2 /2ω0 t0 pa smo spreminjali.
Začetno stanje tokrat predstavlja prost lokaliziran elektron (t0 = 0), ki pa postane ob času t = 0 mobilen (t0 6= 0). Sledili smo časovnemu razvoju pričakovih
vrednosti delov Hamiltonovega operatorja, točneje spremembi le-teh glede na njihove vrednosti ob t = 0. Iz slike 6.5 je razvidno, da sta v sistemu prisotna dva
različna mehanizma relaksacije, vsak s svojim relaksacijskim časom.
Najprej v času t < 10τ poteče formacija mrežno-spinskega polarona, ki se zaključi
hitreje, močnejša kot je sklopitev s fononi. Temu za λ 6= 0 na mnogo daljši časovni
skali sledi izmenjava energije med spinskimi in mrežnimi prostostnimi stopnjami.
Skoraj ves ta čas je kinetična energija konstantna.
Skrajšanje relaksacijskega časa z naraščajočo fononsko sklopitvijo smo preiskali
z vidika Matthiessenovega pravila, ki določa relaksacijski čas τ̃ sistema, v katerem
je več medsebojno neodvisnih relaksacijskih kanalov,
1 X1
=
,
τ̃
τ
i
i

(6.23)

kjer je τi značilen čas za i-ti kanal. Relaksacijski čas sistema smo določili s prilagajanjem eksponentne časovne odvisnosti na časovni razvoj kinetične energije za različne
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Slika 6.5: Časovna odvisnost energije v (a,b) elektronskem, (c,d) spinskem in (e,f)
fononskem podsistemu za različne vrednosti λ. Časovna os je razdaljena na (a,c,e)
režim relaksacije elektronskega podsistema in (b,d,f) režim izmenjave energije. Odprte puščice kažejo smer rasti λ, polne pa oceno relaksacijskega časa prvega dela
relaksacije. Vzeto iz [91].
parametre J in λ, značilne čase za spinski in fononski kanal pa smo določili tako,
da smo z izbiro parametrov izključili sklopitev z enim izmed podprostorov (npr.
λ = 0 za izključitev fononskega podprostora). Po primerjavi dobljenih numeričnih
rezultatov z napovedjo Matthiessenovega pravila, smo zaključili, da so odstopanja
od napovedi znatna le za večje sklopitve z vsakim izmed podprostorov. Opažena
odstopanja so vselej v smer hitrejšega razpada, kar smo v nadaljevanju povezali z
zasičenjem vzbuditev spinskega ozadja.
Določili smo tudi mikroskopsko sliko drugega dela relaksacije, kjer se izmenjuje
energija med spinskimi in mrežnimi prostostnimi stopnjami. To smo storili s pomočjo korelacijskih funkcij vrzel-spin (Cspin (j)) in vrzel-fonon (Cphon (j)),
Cspin (j) =

X

Cphon (j) =

X

i

i

z
h(−1)i+j nhi Si+j
i,

hnhi nphon
i+j i,

kjer alternirajoč predznak v korelaciji vrzel-spin ponazarja preferenčno ureditev spinov zaradi izmeničnega polja. Za boljšo predstavo vzbuditev sistema, sta korelaciji
na slikah 6.6 in 6.7 predstavljeni kot razlika glede na vrednosti v osnovnem stanju.
Obe korelaciji sta za kratke čase zelo podobni, iz slik lahko razberemo hitro širjenje,
ki je omejeno z največjo hitrostjo sistema, hitrostjo prostega elektrona 2t0 . Širjenje
se znatno upočasni približno ob istem času kot poteče prva faza relaksacije. Korelacija vrzel-spin poleg tega nakazuje še drugo hitrost širjenja in sicer jo identificiramo
kot največja magnonska hitrost vmag ,
vmag =

p
∂ωk
= (J + h) − h(h + 2J).
∂k k=k0
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(6.24)

Razširjeni povzetek
V korelaciji vrzel-fonon te hitrosti pričakovano ni, namesto nje pa lahko opazimo
širjenje zunanjih front s povprečno skupinsko hitrostjo polarona vave ,
s Z

2
dE(k)
1 π/2
dk
.
(6.25)
vave =
π −π/2
dk
in zmanjševanje števila fononov v bližini vrzeli.
Če vsa opažanja strnemo, ugotovimo, da se za λ > 0.2 po začetni formaciji
spinsko-mrežnega polarona energija iz fononskega podprostora prenaša v spinski
podprostor na račun fononov v bližini vrzeli. Vzbuditve spinskega prostora se nato
iz bližine vrzeli razširijo po sistemu v obliki magnonov.

Slika 6.6: Razlika vrednosti korelacije vrzel-spin Cspin (j) med časovnim razvojem
začetnega stanja in osnovnim stanjem za različne λ. Najvišja možna hitrost v sistemu, hitrost prostega elektrona 2t0 , je označena s polno črto. S prekinjeno črto je
označena najvišja magnonska hitrost vmag . Vzeto iz [91].

Bosonske vzbuditve
Množica interakcij in časovnih skal v močno koreliranih sistemih pogosto onemogoča natančno določitev vrste bosonov, ki so najmočneje sklopljeni z elektroni. Še
huje, pogosto je brez odgovora vprašanje, ali so omenjeni bosoni elektronskega ali
fononskega izvora. Menimo, da je toplotna kapaciteta bosonov glavna lastnost, ki
omogoča ločitev dveh izvorov. V nasprotju s fononi, kjer je število vzbuditev na vsakem mestu mreže neomejeno, je možnih bosonskih vzbuditev elektronskega izvora,
kot so vzbuditve spinskega ozadja, na vsakem mestu le nekaj. Ta razlika se jasno
izraža v trajanju relaksacije, kar prikažemo s pomočjo 1D Holsteinovega modela, pri
čemer enkrat števila fononov ne omejimo, drugič pa dovolimo največ en fonon na
mesto (bosoni s trdo sredico).
Nato pripravimo začetno stanje, ko ima prost elektron določen moment in s
tem energijo, in sledimo časovnemu razvoju. Ugotovimo, da se z večanjem energije
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Slika 6.7: Razlika vrednosti korelacije vrzel-fonon Cphon (j) med časovnim razvojem začetnega stanja in osnovnim stanjem za različne λ. Najvišja možna hitrost
v sistemu, hitrost prostega elektrona 2t0 , je označena s polno črto. Črtkana črta
ponazarja zmanjševanje števila fononov v bližini vrzeli, medtem kot pikčasta črta
ponazarja širjenje zunanjih front korelacije in s tem hitrost širjenja korelacije. Prazni
krogi ustrezajo širjenju s povprečno skupinsko hitrostjo vave . Vzeto iz [91].
začetnega stanja občutno povečuje razlika med relaksacijskima časoma fononov in
bosonov s trdo sredico, vseeno pa relaksacija pripelje do enakih stacionarnih vrednosti kinetične energije. S prilagajanjem eksponentne odvisnosti na časovno odvisnost
lahko razberemo značilen čas relaksacije in tako na sliki 6.8 predstavimo tudi kvantitativno razliko med trajanjem relaksacije in energijo ∆, ki jo je tekom relaksacije
elektron oddal. Opazimo lahko izrazito upočasnitev relaksacije za bosone s trdo
sredico, ko povečujemo energijo začetnega stanja, medtem ko se relaksacijski časi za
fononski sistem ne spreminjajo kaj dosti.
Če primerjamo povprečno število vzbujenih bosonov s trdo sredico nbos , lahko
ugotovimo, da se pri največjih vložkih energije povprečno število precej približa
vrednosti v limiti neskončne temperature nbos = 0.5, kar pomeni, da so bosonske
prostostne stopnje v tem primeru že precej zasičene. Z drugimi besedami, bosoni s
trdo sredico ne morejo sprejeti veliko več energije, ker se že nahajajo v termičnem
stanju blizu neskončne temperature.
Da je upočasnitev relaksacije povezana le s toplotno kapaciteto in ne z načinom
vzbuditve, potrdimo s tem, da v sistem energijo dodajamo postopoma, z večimi
manjšimi vzbuditvami z vmesno zakasnitvijo. Relaksacijske čase zopet določimo s
prilagajanjem eksponentne odvisnosti in jih predstavimo skupaj s časovno odvisnostjo kinetične in bosonske energije na sliki 6.9.
Zadnji primer, večkraten vnos manjše količine energije v sistem, je naš najboljši
približek simulacije odvisnosti relaksacije od gostote svetlobnega toka, ki se lahko
regulira v eksperimentalnem okolju. Meritve te odvisnosti bi torej lahko pokazale,
ali je v preiskovanih materialih poglavitna sklopitev z bosoni elektronskega ali pa s
fononskega izvora.
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Slika 6.8: Relaksacijski časi za fonone τHM in bosone s trdo sredico τHCM v odvisnosti od energije ∆. Relaksacijski časi so dobljeni s prilagajanjem eksponentne
odvisnosti na numerične rezultate časovnega razvoja kinetične energije. Vložek prikazuje energijsko razlike ∆ kot funkcijo momenta začetnega stanja k.
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Slika 6.9: Časovna odvisnost kinetične energije in bosonske za fonone (črtkano) in
bosone s trdo sredico (polna črta) za večkratno vzbuditev s časovnim zamikom 25
τ . Vložek predstavlja relaksacijske čase za fonone (prazni kvadrati) in bosone s trdo
sredico (polni krogi), določene s prilagajanjem eksponentne funkcije numeričnim
rezultatom.
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